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Abstract
An iterative procedure perturbatively solving the quantum spectral curve of planar N = 4 SYM for any 
operator in the sl(2) sector is presented. A Mathematica notebook executing this procedure is enclosed. 
The obtained results include 10-loop computations of the conformal dimensions of more than ten different 
operators.
We prove that the conformal dimensions are always expressed, at any loop order, in terms of multiple 
zeta-values with coefficients from an algebraic number field determined by the one-loop Baxter equation. 
We observe that all the perturbative results that were computed explicitly are given in terms of a smaller 
algebra: single-valued multiple zeta-values times the algebraic numbers.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction and historical overview
A distinct benchmark of our understanding is the ability to perform computations, explic-
itly and efficiently. Computations of conformal dimensions in planar N = 4 super-symmetric 
Yang–Mills theory (SYM) both traced and advanced the progress in the long-standing study of 
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[3] ’t Hooft coupling, λ, about a decade ago, the understanding of the conjectured [4] AdS/CFT 
integrability has been steadily advancing towards arbitrary values of the coupling. The computa-
tional capability was not only improving in parallel, but explicit results were a source of insights 
that promoted the overall progress.
Study of the conformal dimensions of the so-called twist L spin S operators played a particu-
larly important role. These operators form a closed sl(2) sector in the spectrum, and they can be 
represented as linear combinations of the basis states
Tr∇s1+Z∇s2+Z . . .∇sL+ Z (1)
where s1 + s2 + . . .+ sL = S, ∇+ is a light-cone covariant derivative, and Z is a complex scalar 
field of N = 4 SYM.
Early approach of factorized scattering [5,6] resulted in the Beisert–Staudacher asymptotic 
Bethe Ansatz equations [7] to describe the spectrum of very long operators, with L → ∞. It 
turned out that the equations were also suited for the large S case as the conformal dimensions of 
the sl(2) sector exhibit the universal scaling  → 2cusp(λ) logS +O(1) [8] with S → ∞ and 
L arbitrary. Precisely computation of cusp was considered when an integral equation [9] was 
proposed fixing the last missing piece of the Bethe Ansatz – the dressing phase [10,11]. Solving 
this integral equation had allowed computing cusp at any value of λ [9,12,13]. It was one of the
first explicit examples of a non-trivial function interpolating between perturbative results of the 
gauge theory at weak coupling [14] and the string theory at strong coupling [15] thus strongly 
supporting the integrability conjecture, as well as the conjecture of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
The Bethe Ansatz equations are insufficient at finite L, and this was first explicitly demon-
strated in the example of the twist 2 operators. For these, several orders of the weak coupling 
expansion can be found as an analytic function of S. Its analytic continuation to S = −1 should 
have a particular pole structure that can be determined from the Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov 
(BFKL) equation; however, starting from the fourth loop order, this structure is not reproduced 
from the Bethe Ansatz [16]. This clearly indicated the relevance of finite-size effects and the ne-
cessity to correct the Bethe Ansatz. It was found in [17] that the Lüscher wrapping corrections do 
the job, in the example of the four loop conformal dimension of the Konishi operator compared 
against an explicit field theory computation [18,19]. Later Lüscher corrections were computed 
for four [20] and five [21] loops and arbitrary S correctly reproducing the prediction from the 
BFKL equation. Five [22] and six [23] loops were also successfully computed for certain twist 
3 operators at arbitrary spin, with the results passing several non-trivial checks related to con-
tinuation to negative spins, and the five-loop result for S = 2 was also confirmed by a direct 
perturbative field theory computation [24].
With the realization that finite size effects are important, the focus on what is considered as 
difficult shifted. Indeed, originally integrability was perceived as a tool to diagonalize the dilata-
tion operator which is a large complicated matrix for the case of long operators. This problem, 
more precisely the part about finding eigenvalues, was solved by the Bethe Ansatz. Therefore, 
it were the small matrices which became difficult to treat as no Bethe Ansatz exist for short 
operators. One of the best cases for study is the Konishi operator, TrZ∇2+Z. It is the smallest 
operator with non-protected anomalous dimension. It actually does not mix with other operators, 
hence the question is to find its multiplicative renormalization, yet this question was notoriously 
difficult. For instance, from the point of view of the dual string theory, the Konishi operator is 
a highly quantum state. Application of quasi-classical approaches is questionable, it even gave 
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rise to contradicting results originally [25,26], though currently there is agreement about the two 
leading terms [27–29] and two more terms were suggested [30,31].
On the weak coupling side, computing the Konishi anomalous dimension is a very good in-
dicator of the available ideas and computation techniques, as shown in Fig. 1. Asymptotic Bethe 
Ansatz is applicable only up to three loops, after that the wrapping corrections start to be impor-
tant. The single-wrapping orders can be captured by an adaptation of Lüscher formulae to the 
AdS/CFT case and it was done up to the maximal possible order – seven loops [32]. The double 
Lüscher formulae that cover higher loops were suggested in [33], however they seem to be very 
complicated technically and no explicit computation has been achieved so far.
Instead of computing corrections in wrappings, the thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA) ap-
proach [34] was adapted to the AdS/CFT case and the TBA equations which are expected to be 
exact at any λ were derived [35–38]. Alongside the original success of TBA that allowed nu-
merical computation of the conformal dimension of the Konishi operator [25,39] and a handful 
of other states from the sl(2) sector [40] at reasonable values of λ, the attempt to analytically 
solve these equations was much less encouraging: Konishi anomalous dimension was computed 
only up to five loops [41,42], after a considerable effort. In comparison, the recent quantum field 
theory based computation reached the same order [43]. We therefore faced a situation where the 
advantage of the integrability techniques was questionable.
Fortunately, the TBA equations appeared to be not the simplest way to encode the spectrum. 
Using integrability of the underlying Hirota dynamics [44] in conjunction with analytic proper-
ties of the system, the TBA equations were reduced to FiNLIE – a finite set of non-linear integral 
equations [45], see also [46]. These equations allowed for a 6-loop [47] and then for an 8-loop 
[48] computation. The latter one is interesting in several ways. First, the double wrapping order 
was reached for the first time. Second, this was a first example of a “physical” QFT quantity 
(not a separate Feynman diagram) which contains a special combination of non-reducible mul-
tiple zeta-values (MZV’s), predicted in 1995 [49], based on general analysis of possible graphs. 
Finally, this computation allowed the identification of the full basis of functions of the spectral 
parameter which appear in the perturbative expansion and hence allowed to automatize pertur-
bative computations in terms of algebraic manipulations in this basis. We rely on this algebraic 
structure and further develop it in the current work.
Finally, the FiNLIE was further significantly simplified, after a deep analysis of the interplay 
between algebra and analyticity, to a concise set of Riemann–Hilbert equations – the quantum 
spectral curve (QSC) [50,51]. QSC already demonstrated its power in computations of near-BPS 
quantities [50,52,31] (which for the case of sl(2) operators correspond to analytic continuation 
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exactly [53], in contrast to only few perturbative orders reproduced previously.
In this work we present another application of QSC – an efficient perturbative weak coupling 
expansion of conformal dimensions in the sl(2) sector of the theory. In comparison, in the pre-
vious developments, almost any new loop order was a subject of a new publication. At highest 
loops, the computations were specially tailored for one chosen operator (Konishi), and although 
the conceptual possibility existed to repeat analogous computations for other states, this was un-
thinkable without applying a significant human effort. The approach we propose works for any 
operator from the sector, and the recursive algorithm implemented in Mathematica is univer-
sal and can be run to any order of the perturbative expansion provided the computer memory is 
sufficient. For instance, we computed the conformal dimension of the Konishi operator and more 
than ten other operators up to ten loops.1
The computation times for the Konishi case, achieved on a single 3.2 GHz core of an iMac 
desktop, are given in the table:
# of loops time
5 4 sec
6 15 sec
7 1 min
8 5 min
9 27 min
10 3.1 hours
(2)
About 3 GB of memory was used for the 10-loop computation.
In general, an operator is specified by L, S and a Baxter polynomial Q(u) – a degree S
polynomial solution of the Baxter equation(
u+ i
2
)L
Q(u+ i)+
(
u− i
2
)L
Q(u− i) = T (u)Q(u) , (3)
where T is requested to be a polynomial as well. To account for the cyclicity of the trace (1), 
one should consider only solutions which satisfy the “zero-momentum” condition Q(i/2) =
Q(−i/2). Only a discrete set of solutions is possible. For not too large L and S, it is easy to pro-
duce all of them on a computer, see Appendix B. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the solutions and the states in the spectrum. For instance, the Konishi operator is associated to 
the Baxter polynomial Q(u) = u2 − 112 .
The Mathematica program receives L, S and Q(u) as an input and is then able to com-
pute the corresponding anomalous dimension. The limitations for the computation efficiency 
are purely of combinatorial nature: one would not want Q to be a polynomial of too high de-
gree, neither should the coefficients in this polynomial be too complicated algebraic numbers. 
We successfully performed the computation for more than 100 different states with L + S  20, 
computing at least seven and up to ten loops, depending on the complexity of the input. Therefore 
one can state that finally a part of the finite-volume AdS/CFT spectral problem is perturbatively 
solved in the practical sense: there is a working black box machine which explicitly computes 
anomalous dimensions.
1 To go beyond ten loops one should update the table of relations between multiple zeta-values, which is straightforward 
though not included in the published code. To increase the efficiency at these high loops, one might benefit from the MZV 
datamine [54].
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The presented results should not be perceived only as a technical report. In fact, an early 
version of this computation was being developed alongside the development of QSC itself, and 
it was one of the sources for cross-checks and conceptual ideas that helped to formulate QSC. 
This perturbative computation give an explicit demonstration of how QSC is used to encode the 
spectrum. It also has an interesting interconnection with perturbative QFT since we can prove the 
following generic statement: at any order of perturbation theory, the result is given solely in terms 
of MZV’s, and algebraic numbers from a field where the coefficients of Q(u) live. This is only a 
subclass of what is expected from the generic perturbative QFT analysis [55]. In fact, one should 
be able to build up a Hopf algebra structure behind the presented perturbative computation and 
question how it can be compared with the algebra of Feynman diagrams.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the algebra of functions encoun-
tered in the computations and formulate the necessary properties of the quantum spectral curve 
equations. In Section 3 we explain the perturbative algorithm which has two important parts: 
the leading order solution, which is somewhat specific and requires an ansatz that singles out 
the sl(2) sector, and the iterative cycle. Each period of the cycle increases the precision by one 
loop. We end this section by explaining the possible verifications of the algorithm’s implementa-
tion. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to a summary of the obtained results and discussion, whereas 
appendices are devoted to technical clarifications.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic objects and their properties
2.1.1. Analytic structure at finite coupling
The quantum spectral curve is a set of equations for the functions of the spectral parameter u. 
The functions may have branch points at u = ±2g + iZ, where g =
√
λ
4π . Interestingly, this is the 
only place where the coupling constant enters the whole construction. Keeping in mind a weak 
coupling expansion, we always consider the functions in the so-called physical kinematics, that 
is we choose a Riemann sheet with short cuts as in Fig. 2.
One focuses on the branch points ±2g only as all other analytic properties follow, see [50]
and discussion below. For any function f (u) appearing in AdS/CFT integrability, it is always 
assumed that an analytic continuation around either 2g or −2g gives the same result which is 
denoted as f˜ (u). Another standard assumption is that the branch points are of second order: 
˜˜
f = f .
2.1.2. Shift operators
The quantum spectral curve leads in particular to finite-difference equations. To account 
for these, a short-hand notation for shifted functions of the spectral parameter is introduced: 
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short cuts.
Furthermore, we introduce the operator ∇ ,
∇(f ) ≡ f − f [2] , (4)
and the operator  satisfying
∇ ·(f ) = f . (5)
In principle, (5) does not define  uniquely. Indeed, one can have  · ∇(f ) = f + P , where 
P is an arbitrary i-periodic function, i.e. ∇(P) = 0. However, it will be convenient for us to 
choose some unambiguous prescription for  . This choice is summarized in Appendix A. In 
particular, (f ) ≡
∞∑
n=0
f [2n] when the sum is convergent. Hence, we will not view the periodic 
functions as an ambiguity in  . Instead, they will reappear in solutions of homogeneous parts of 
the encountered finite-difference equations.
2.1.3. Algebra of functions for perturbative expansion
In the weak coupling limit, the branch points collide at u = i Z. Hence they are not encoun-
tered in the perturbative expansion, and instead poles arise at the collision points. Straightfor-
wardly from the below-presented procedure, we can prove that at any order of weak coupling 
expansion only the following functions are encountered
• polynomials, ua , and shifted inverse powers, 1
(u+in)a ,
• η-functions, ηa1,a2,...,ak (u) ≡
∑
0≤n1<...<nk<∞
1
(u+in1)a1 ···(u+ink)ak ,
• the i-periodic functions Pa ≡ ηa + η¯[−2]a ,
and products thereof.
Note that η-functions form a ring, and the same is true for the i-periodic functions, and for 
polynomials and inverse powers. Hence, any function appearing in QSC can be represented as 
at most a trilinear expression in this basis, which is practically used in the computer implemen-
tation. Linearity in ηA is particularly important because it allows a systematic definition of the 
action of  on this algebra of functions, with the result still belonging to the same algebra, see 
Appendix A and [48]. This is the essential property allowing the computer algorithm to run to 
arbitrary loop orders.
At u = i, η-functions evaluate to multiple zeta-values (MZV’s):
ηa1,...,ak (i) = i−
∑
aj ζa1,...,ak , where ζa1,a2,...,ak ≡
∑
1≤n1<...<nk<∞
1
n
a1
1 · · ·nakk
. (6)
This is how MZV’s enter in the computations and ultimately in the perturbative corrections to 
the conformal dimensions.
2.2. Quantum spectral curve
2.2.1. Riemann–Hilbert equations
For left/right-symmetric states, which is the case for the considered sl(2) sector, QSC can be 
defined by the following relations of the Riemann–Hilbert type [50,51]:
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P˜a = (μχ)ab Pb , (7b)
μ˜ab = μ[2]ab , (7c)
referred to as the Pμ-system. Here μab = −μba and Pa are functions of the spectral parameter, 
whereas χ denotes the constant matrix
χab ≡
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 −1
0 0 +1 0
0 −1 0 0
+1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (μχ)ab ≡ μacχcb . (8)
In the left/right-symmetric case, one can always identify
μ14 = μ23 . (9)
For the sake of simplicity, the following notation is interchangeably used:
μ1 ≡ μ12 , μ2 ≡ μ13 , μ3 ≡ μ14 = μ23 , μ4 ≡ μ24 , μ5 ≡ μ34 . (10)
The equations (7) are defined in the strip 0 < Imu < 1, and elsewhere by their analytic con-
tinuation. If this analytic continuation never crosses short cuts, Pa and μab are said to be on the 
physical Riemann sheet.
Pa have only one Zhukovsky cut (u ∈ [−2g, 2g]) on the physical sheet.2 μab have infinitely 
many branch points, at positions u = ±2g + iZ, but the monodromies around these points are 
under control. Indeed, one can derive the following functional relation from (7) [50]:
μ
[2]
ab = μab −
(
(μχ)a
c PcPb − (μχ)bc PcPa
)
. (11)
Furthermore, since (7) also implies
(μχ −μ[2]χ)ab Pb = 0 , (12)
equation (11) is equivalent to
μab = μ[2]ab +
(
(μ[2]χ)ac PcPb − (μ[2]χ)bc PcPa
)
. (13)
Hence μ[2n]ab can be expressed as a linear combination of μ
[0]
ab for any n ∈ Z, while the analytical 
continuation of μab around u = ±2g is known due to (7c).
Equations (11) and (12) will be heavily used alongside (7) during the computations. As an 
illustration of their possible usage, the relation
Pf(μ) ≡ μ12μ34 −μ13μ24 +μ14μ23 = 1 (14)
can be derived by noticing that the relation Pa = (μχ)ab(μχ)bcPc is yet another conse-
quence of (12), (7b), and (7c), while, on the other hand, one has the purely algebraic property 
(μχ)a
c(μχ)c
b = Pf(μ)δab .
2 However, infinitely many branch points are present on the other sheets.
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a check of the correctness of the computations.
2.2.2. Asymptotics
The large u asymptotic behavior of Pa and μab is fixed to3
P1 
 A1 u−L+22 , P2 
 A2 u−L2 , P3 
 A3 uL−22 , P4 
 A4 uL2 ,
μ1 ∼ u−L , μ2 ∼ u−1 , μ3 ∼ u , μ4 ∼ u+1 , μ5 ∼ u+L , (15)
with
A1A4 = [(L− S + 2)
2 −2][(L+ S)2 −2]
16iL(L+ 1) ,
A2A3 = [(L+ S − 2)
2 −2][(L− S)2 −2]
16iL(L− 1) , (16)
where L and S are, correspondingly, the twist and the spin of the sl(2) operator and  is its 
conformal dimension. L and S are integers while  is not, and the main aim of the presented 
work is to determine this quantity as a power series in g2.
Though the asymptotics of Pa contain half-integer powers for odd L, the potential sign ambi-
guity is non-physical. This can be seen by introducing
pa ≡ (g x)L2 Pa , (17)
where x is the Zhukovsky variable satisfying
u
g
= x + 1
x
, (18)
with |x(u)| > 1 on the physical sheet.
Since x˜ = 1
x
, the rescaling (17) modifies (7) to
μ− μ˜ = 1
gL
p˜ ∧ p , p˜ = 1
xL
(μχ) · p , μ˜ = μ[2] , (19)
where the sign ambiguity is no longer present. Moreover, pa appear to be suitably normalized 
quantities, and they will be used alongside Pa in the computations.
2.2.3. Regularity
Finally, we require that Pa and μab have no poles and that their absolute value is bounded 
at the branch points (e.g. Pa − P˜a should behave as √u− 2g near u = 2g, not as 1√u−2g ). As 
typical for integrable models, the regularity condition is used to single out the discrete spectrum 
of physically-relevant solutions as it will become clear in Section 3.2.1.
3 Here we adopt the conventions of [51] which are different by 1 ↔ 2, 3 ↔ 4 from [50] and which are compatible with 
the highest-weight description of psu(2, 2|4) representations.
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The Pμ-system (7) is invariant under the transformations (dubbed H-symmetry [45]):
Pa → Hab Pb , μab → HacHbdμcd , χab → χcd(H−1)ca(H−1)db , (20)
where H is a constant4 matrix with detH = 1. In principle, an arbitrary linear combination of 
Pa can be chosen, however this freedom is significantly constrained by requiring that no two Pa
have the same exponent of u as their leading asymptotics at u → ∞. This choice is reflected in 
(15). In addition, by keeping (9) and the explicit form of χ (8), only six parameters of the original 
15 remain unfixed in the H-symmetry.
Two of them amount to constant rescalings,
P1 → α P1 , P2 → β P2 , P3 → β−1 P3 , P4 → α−1P4 . (21)
μab are rescaled accordingly. This symmetry explains why only the products A1A4 and A2A3
are fixed in (16).
The remaining four parameters represent the possibility of adding Pa with weaker large u
asymptotics to Pb with stronger asymptotics5:
P1 → P1 ,
P2 → P2 + δ1P1 ,
P3 → P3 − γ P1 + δ2P2 ,
P4 → P4 + γ P2 + δ1P3 + δ3P1 . (22)
Note that for some operators (e.g. Konishi) the solution has an additional parity symmetry (u ↔
−u). In this case δi = 0 automatically.
In the following, H-symmetry will be fixed completely by the requirements
A1 = g2 , A2 = 1 , (23)
leading to the large u asymptotics
p1 
 g
2
u
, p2 
 1 . (24)
The parameters γ and δi are fixed by requiring that p2 includes no term proportional to u−1, that 
p3 has no term proportional to u0, and that p4 has no terms proportional to u0 and u−1 in their 
large u expansions.
Except for the g2 scaling of A1, which is chosen for the transparency of the perturbative 
algorithm, our prescription to fix H-symmetry is rather arbitrary.
2.2.5. Formula for 
The solution of (16) with respect to  and S reads
{(S − 1)2 ,2}
= iA3(L− 1)− ig2A4(L+ 1)+ 12 (L
2 + 1)± (L2 − 1)
√
iA3
L− 1 −
ig2A4
L+ 1 +
1
4
, (25)
4 Generically, H can be i-periodic, but in the case considered it should be constant in order to preserve regularity and 
the power-like behavior at large u.
5 Infinitesimal transformations are given.
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branch is chosen by requiring that at weak coupling
 = L+ S +O(g2) . (26)
In the below-presented computation scheme, A3 and A4 are fixed as a part of the iterative 
algorithm. Hence (25) can be used as an efficient way to find .
Additionally, two useful checks are gained. First, a different choice of the square root sign 
should lead to integer (S − 1)2, hence we get an all-loop condition to verify. Second,  can also 
be read off from the asymptotics of μab (15) so we can verify the consistency of the solution.
3. Procedure
The algorithm presented in this section determines all the coupling-dependent quantities (i.e. 
μab , Pa , P˜a and ) perturbatively in g2 through an iterative procedure which, in principle, can be 
repeated an arbitrary number of times, increasing the expansion order by one with each iteration. 
The leading order of the quantities, which encodes the first correction to  and is thus referred to 
as the first loop, is handled separately. All higher-order corrections (the higher loops) are found 
from exactly the same algorithm.
3.1. Scaling of Pa at weak coupling
A systematic knowledge of the structure of the quantities pa is crucial to the algorithm. Since 
Pa have only one cut on the physical sheet, pa can be represented in terms of a convergent 1x
expansion, which for p1 and p2 have the structure
p1 = g
x
+
∞∑
k=2
c1,k(g) gk
xk
, p2 = 1 +
∞∑
k=2
c2,k(g) gk
xk
, (27)
where the above-chosen normalization (24) of the leading terms and the convention of how to fix 
H-symmetry have been taken into account.
Equivalently, p3 and p4 can be represented as
p3 = A3uML−2(u)+
∞∑
k=1
c3,k(g)gk
xk
, p4 = A4uNL−1(u)+
∞∑
k=2
c4,k(g)gk
xk
, (28)
where Md and Nd are polynomials of degree d normalized to Md = ud +O(ud−1) and Nd =
ud +O(ud−1). A3, A4 and the coefficients of the polynomials are functions of g.
The expansions converge at least for |x| > 1 since Pa have no singularities on the physical 
sheet. As Pa have no poles on other sheets and the Zhukovsky variable, x, resolves the branch 
points u = ±2g, the actual radius of convergence is much larger. Indeed, the first branch point in 
the x-plane appears at x0 = ± 1x(2g±i) . At weak coupling x0 
 ±i g and hence the series above 
converge for |x| > g with  → 1 when g → 0. Therefore, at weak coupling, ca,k(g) ∼O(g0)
for sufficiently large k.
We put as an ansatz that
ca,k(g) ∼O(g0) (29)
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the polynomials M and N .6 As it will become clear below, the whole sl(2) spectrum can be 
reproduced within this ansatz.
Quite interestingly, our preliminary studies show that relaxing this ansatz leads, after a proper 
adjustment of (15), to states outside the sl(2) sector, in particular from the su(2) sector. We 
postpone further study of this observation to future publications.
3.2. Loop one
One important property which we exploit is the particular scaling of Aa at weak coupling. 
Using the physical requirement that  =L + S +O(g2), one finds
A1A4 =O(g2) , A2A3 = −i S L+ S − 1
L− 1 +O(g
2) . (30)
In the chosen normalization (23), Aa =1 ∼O(g0) and A1 ∼O(g2). Moreover, according to the 
scaling ansatz (29), the leading order of p1 in the weak coupling expansion is uniquely fixed by 
the value of A1: p1 = A1u = g
2
u
. Hence P1 vanishes at the leading order in contradistinction to the 
remaining Pa . This significantly simplifies the Pμ-system such that it can be solved explicitly.7
Subleading orders are computed as a perturbation around this solution.
The effect A1A4 = 0 can be properly understood in representation theory language. A1A4 = 0
is the point where the value of the conformal dimension hits the unitary bound, see Appendix C 
of [51]. As we can deduce from (30), all operators from the sl(2) sector reach this bound, there-
fore precisely at zero coupling all sl(2) multiplets are “short” while they recombine with other 
single-trace operators to form long multiplets at finite coupling, precisely like it happens for the 
Konishi state.
Outside the sl(2) sector, the same effect occurs for quite a big class of operators, in particular 
for those from rank-1 sectors, however there are also states for which neither of the functions Pa
are small at weak coupling.
3.2.1. Baxter equation {μ1, μ2, P3, P˜1}
The combinations μab + μ˜ab and μab−μ˜ab√
u2−4g2 are analytic in the vicinity of the origin. Therefore 
they do not have poles at u = 0 in their perturbative expansion, despite that the individual μab
may be singular there due to the collision of branch points. Now recall that μ˜ab = μ[2]ab . Since 
μab and μ[2]ab are just shifted copies of the same function, we expect them to scale with g in the 
same way. Then analyticity of μab + μ[2]ab and μab−μ
[2]
ab√
u2−4g2 implies that μab does not have poles at 
u = 0 and u = i at the leading order of the perturbative expansion.
By recursively applying (11) or (13) and using that Pa are analytic outside the origin, we prove 
that the leading order of μab is free from poles for any u ∈ iZ. Since μab have no singularities 
elsewhere, by the regularity property of QSC, we conclude that μab, at the leading order, are 
entire functions with power-like asymptotics, i.e. polynomials.
6 Instead of introducing M and N , one could equivalently consider the parameterizations 
∞∑
k=−L+1
c3,k (g)g|k|
xk
and 
∞∑
k=−L
c4,k (g)g|k|
xk
, and then require ca,k ∼O(g0).
7 We will show below that μab scale in the same way precisely for the chosen normalization of Aa and hence do not 
spoil the P1 → 0 simplification.
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⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
μ
[2]
1
μ
[2]
2
μ
[2]
3
μ
[2]
4
μ
[2]
5
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − P2 P3 + P1 P4 P22 −2 P1 P2 P21 0
−P23 1 + P2 P3 + P1 P4 −2 P1 P3 0 P21
−P3 P4 P2 P4 1 −P1 P3 P1 P2
−P24 0 2 P2 P4 1 − P2 P3 − P1 P4 P22
0 −P24 2 P3 P4 −P23 1 − P1 P4 + P2 P3
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
μ1
μ2
μ3
μ4
μ5
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
(31)
For P1 = 0 the above matrix becomes reducible. More precisely, the equations for μ1 and μ2
decouple from the rest:
μ
[2]
1 = (1 − P2 P3)μ1 + P22 μ2 ,
μ
[2]
2 = −P23 μ1 + (1 + P2 P3)μ2 . (32)
By eliminating μ2 and denoting
μ+1 ≡ αQ, (33)
where α is a normalization constant, one gets [50]
−T Q+ 1
(P−2 )2
Q[−2] + 1
(P+2 )2
Q[+2] = 0 , (34)
where T ≡ P−3P−2 −
P+3
P+2
+ 1
(P−2 )2
+ 1
(P+2 )2
. Recall that at the leading order
P2 = u−L2 , P3P2 = p3 = A3 uML−2(u) , (35)
as follows from (27) and (28). Hence the prefactors of Q[n] in (34) are polynomials and the 
equation has precisely the form of the Baxter equation for the sl(2) XXX spin chain of length L.8
It is well known that physical solutions correspond to polynomial Q-functions, in a perfect 
agreement with our conclusion about polynomiality of μab at the leading order.
Following the standard logic, the zeros of Q-functions, uk, are fixed by the Bethe equations,(
uk + i2
uk − i2
)L
= −Q(uk − i)
Q(uk + i) , (36)
and each solution corresponds to a state in the sl(2) spin chain of length L. Equivalently, one can 
directly work on the level of the Baxter equation (34) and search for polynomial solutions there. 
The latter approach is more efficient in many cases.
Furthermore, QSC imposes [50] the zero-momentum condition,
Q(+ i2 )
Q(− i2 )
= 1 . (37)
8 In this paper we face this famous second-order equation only at the leading order of the perturbative expansion. 
Curiously, it is known how to formulate a second-order equation correctly reproducing the whole asymptotic Bethe 
Ansatz approximation of the sl(2) sector, see [56,57] and also [58] for a proper account of the pre-wrapping loop order. 
This higher-loop Baxter-like equation might be a departing point to initiate expansion in wrappings instead of expansion 
in loops considered in this paper.
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μ1(u) = f1(u)+
√
u2 − 4g2f2(u), (38)
where fi have no branch points in the vicinity of the real axis. Using (7c),
μ1(u+ i) = f1(u)−
√
u2 − 4g2f2(u) . (39)
Note that f2(u) cannot be singular, since it would contradict the QSC regularity. Therefore, 
unless f1(0) = 0, one has μ1(0)μ1(i) = 1 at the leading order of the weak coupling expansion, which 
is nothing but (37). But f1(0) = Q(− i2 ) cannot be zero because all solutions of the sl(2) Baxter 
equation are real.
The zero-momentum condition is a strict requirement in AdS/CFT integrability due to the 
cyclicity of the trace, e.g. in (1). In contradistinction to the Bethe Ansatz equations where the 
zero-momentum condition is an extra requirement to be imposed, the QSC formalism naturally 
implies it.
We discuss how to find explicit Q’s for various L and S in Appendix B. Many interesting 
solutions are even functions of u, for instance QKonishi = u2 − 112 . However, there are examples 
which do not have a particular u-parity, the simplest being the two solutions with L = 4 and 
S = 3: Q = u3 ± 32u2 + 14u ∓ 18 . Solutions with odd u-parity are impossible since they are 
incompatible with (37).
Once the Q-function is chosen, the polynomial T (u) and then p3, which is also a polynomial 
at the leading order, can be computed. Note that A3 is also fixed by the Baxter equation and it is 
consistent with (30).
We choose to normalize Q to Q(u) = uS +O(uS−1). The Baxter equation does not define the 
normalization α in (33). To fix it, consider (7a) for μ12 ≡ μ1 with P1 = 0:
μ1 −μ[2]1 = P˜1P2 = g−Lp˜1p2 . (40)
Though determining p˜1 requires the full resummation of (27), its leading order small u expansion 
can be fixed, since p˜1 = g x +O
(
(gx)2
)= u +O(u2). Consequently,
P˜1P2 = g−Lu+O(u2) . (41)
We therefore perform the small u expansion of the l.h.s. of (40):
μ1 −μ[2]1 = α(Q− −Q+) = α u
(
∂uQ
− − ∂uQ+
)
|u=0 +O(u2) , (42)
where the zero-momentum property was used.
Now α can be determined:
α = 1
gLQ( i2 )∂u log
Q−
Q+ |u=0
. (43)
With μ1 known, μ2 can be found from (32) and P˜1 from (40) as p2 = 1 at the leading order.
3.2.2. Determining  and {P˜2, P4, μ3}
Consider (7b) for P˜2 with P1 = 0:
P˜2 = −μ3P2 +μ1P4 ,
P˜2 = −μ[2]P2 +μ[2]P4 , (44)3 1
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P˜+2
P+2
− P˜
−
2
P−2
)
= αQ
(
P+4
P+2
− P
−
4
P−2
)
= αA4 Q(u+N+L−1 − u−N−L−1). (45)
The r.h.s. is a polynomial, so P˜2/P2 is a polynomial as well, which means that the infinite sum 
in (27), p˜2 = 1 +∑k c1,k(g) (g x)k , is truncated to a finite number of terms at the leading order. 
The structure of the polynomial can be precised to
P˜2
P2
=
(
u
g
)L (
a0u
S + a1uS−1 + . . .+ aS−2u2 + 0 · u+ 1
)
. (46)
By plugging (46) into (45), NL−1, aj , and A4 can be fixed by matching all orders of u. In fact, 
using that Q solves the Baxter equation, the solution can be written explicitly:
P˜2
P2
=
(
u
g
)L (iu+ δ)(Q+ −Q−)+ 12 (Q+ +Q−)
Q( i2 )
, (47)
where δ is adjusted such that aS−1 = 0 in (46). With P˜2 and P4 being fixed, μ3 can be found 
from (44).
Considering (45) at large u,
i
gL Q( i2 )
(L+ S)(1 − S)uL+S−1 +O(uL+S−2) = i α A4 LuL+S−1 +O(uL+S−2) , (48)
an explicit expression for A4 can be written:
A4 = (L+ S)(S − 1)
L
∂u log
Q+
Q−
|u=0. (49)
In consequence, the one-loop , using (16), is the well-known expression
(1) = 2ig2 ∂u log Q
+
Q−
|u=0 = 2g2
S∑
k=1
1
u2k + 14
. (50)
3.2.3. Inhomogeneous Baxter equation {μ4, μ5}
The next nontrivial step is to fix μ4. Again, we should consider the functional equations (31)
and notice that with P1 = 0 the equations for μ4 and μ5 are
μ
[2]
4 − (1 − P2 P3)μ4 − P22 μ5 = U1,
μ
[2]
5 + P23 μ4 − (1 + P2 P3)μ5 = U2, (51)
where the source terms, Ui , are functions of Pa , μ1, μ2 and μ3. By eliminating μ5, an inhomo-
geneous version of the Baxter equation is obtained for μ4,
−T + μ[2]4 + uL μ4 + (u+ i)Lμ[4]4 = U , (52)
where U is a source term as above. As we will see below, exactly this type of equation will 
be encountered twice, for μ1 and μ4, in each perturbative loop. The source term, U , will be of 
gradually increasing complexity. The following discussion of how to solve (52) is general and 
the exact same procedure is applied at higher loops.
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homogeneous solutions is the polynomial Q−.
To find an inhomogeneous solution, consider the ansatz
μ4 = Q−f (u) . (53)
After simple manipulations (52) reduces to
∇
(
uLQ−Q+∇(f )
)
= Q+ U (54)
which is solved using the -operator (5):
finhomo = 
(
1
uL Q−Q+

(
Q+ U
))
. (55)
Note that by putting U = 0 and choosing9 (0) = 1, the second homogeneous solution is ob-
tained:
fhomo = 
(
1
uL Q−Q+
)
. (56)
Hence, the full solution of the inhomogeneous Baxter equation reads
μ4 = 1 Q− +2 Q− 
(
1
uL Q−Q+
)
+Q− 
(
1
uL Q−Q+

(
Q+ U
))
, (57)
where 1 and 2 are i-periodic functions.
An important feature of (57) is that it does not generate poles at the (shifted) positions of 
the Bethe roots despite the Q− and Q+ in the denominators. This can be understood explicitly 
from the action of (f ) =∑∞n=0 f [2n], by observing that the poles from 1Q− are canceled by the 
overall prefactor, and that the poles from 
(
1
Q− · ...
)[2n+2]
are canceled by poles from 
(
1
... ·Q+
)[2n]
because Q satisfies the Bethe equations. This feature of Bethe root cancellation is essential in 
proving that the Pμ-system is consistent with the requirement of regularity.
For computational purposes we will rewrite (57) in a form that is explicitly free of Q’s in the 
denominator. Commence by rewriting (56) as

(
1
uL Q−Q+
)
= 
(
1
uL
(
A
Q−
+ B
Q+
))
= A
uLQ−
+
(
A+(u−)L +B−(u+)L
(u−u+)L Q
)+
,
(58)
where A and B are polynomials of degree S − 1 uniquely defined by
AQ+ +BQ− = 1 . (59)
From this definition and the Baxter equation (34),
(u+)L Q[+2] + (u−)L Q[−2] = T Q, (60)
it follows that A+(u−)L +B−(u+)L = Q R, where R is a polynomial (of degree at most L − 2).
9 Our standard choice is (0) = 0, but here, to obtain (56), we choose differently.
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A+(u−)L +B−(u+)L
(u−u+)L Q
= R
(u−u+)L
≡
L∑
k=1
(
rk,+
(u+)k
+ rk,−
(u−)k
)
, (61)
where rk,± are constants. Finally, notice that
A
uL
= Q−
L∑
k=1
rk,+
uk
+C , (62)
where C(u) is a polynomial. Therefore one gets
Q− 
(
1
uL Q−Q+
)
= C +Q−
L∑
k=1
(
rk,+ + rk,−
)
ηk . (63)
By repeating a similar logic, the inhomogeneous solution can be written as10
Q−finhomo = C(Q+U)+Q− 
(
L∑
k=1
rk,+ + rk,−
uk
(Q+U)−C[2]U
)
. (64)
Note that it is not necessary to know the Bethe roots explicitly, but only the Baxter polynomial, 
Q, whose coefficients are symmetric combinations of the Bethe roots.
We therefore conclude that solving the (inhomogeneous) Baxter equation can produce poles 
only at u = iZ where, as discussed, the branch points collide. Hence only these singularities are 
allowed in the periodic functions i which, therefore, can always be written as
i = φi,0 +
∑
k=1
φi,k Pi , Pi ≡ ηi + η¯[−2]i . (65)
The cut-off  linearly depends on the order of iteration. The coefficients φi,k, except for φ1,0, are 
fixed by the requirement that μab +μ[2]ab and μab−μ
[2]
ab√
u2−4g2 have no poles on the real axis. For μ4, the 
coefficient φ1,0 is determined from the requirement that at the next order p4 has no term of order 
u−1, as prescribed by the way H-symmetry is fixed. As described in Section 3.3.3, the singular 
part of p4 at order n + 1 can be found immediately when μ4 is known at order n. For μ1, the 
coefficient φ1,0 is fixed differently, as it will be explained later.
At the leading order, all poles should cancel producing a polynomial answer for μ4. μ5 is then 
found from e.g. the first equation in (51), and thus all μab have been fixed at the leading order. 
They all scale as g−L when g → 0, as it follows from (43).
3.3. Higher loops
Having determined all quantities of the Pμ-system at the leading order, including the one-loop 
correction to , the next step is to look at perturbations around this solution. Each order in the 
perturbative expansion is determined through precisely the same iterative algorithm.
10 The sum of rk,+ and rk,− can be computed in a faster way, using 1Q−Q+ =
∑L
k=1 uL−k(rk,+ + rk,−) +O(uL). 
However, one still needs to determine A to compute C.
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The limit g → 0 with u fixed is referred to as normal scaling. Unless otherwise specified, this 
is the scaling considered. In this regime, the quantities of the Pμ-system can be parametrized as 
a series in g2 with u-dependent coefficients, e.g.
pa = pa,ns,0(u)+ g2 pa,ns,1(u)+O(g4) . (66)
Though appropriate in most of the computations, the normal scaling cannot be used when com-
puting the analytic continuation of Pa around one of its branch points, because the branch points 
collide in this scaling.11 To keep the cut non-vanishing at weak coupling, one considers the dou-
ble scaling: g → 0, u → 0 with x held constant. Obviously, the expansion (27) is well-suited 
for the double scaling and, even more, it suggests the introduction of another useful parameter: 
y = g
x
. Using a slightly imprecise terminology, we refer to the expansion
pa = pa,ds,0(y)+ g2 pa,ds,1(y)+O(g4) (67)
as double scaling. For our purposes, it is enough to consider a = 1, 2.
The leading terms pa,ds,0 are universal and can be read off from (27):
p1,ds,0 = y , p2,ds,0 = 1 . (68)
Subleading terms are given by the infinite series
pa,ds,n =
∞∑
k=2
c
(n)
a,ky
k , (69)
where we used the notation
ca,k(g) = c(0)a,k + g2 c(1)a,k + . . . . (70)
The expansion (67) allows linking the quantities on the physical and the next-to-physical 
Riemann sheets. Indeed, by substituting y = g
x
and re-expanding (67) at constant u, the normal 
scaling expansion of pa is generated. If one instead substitutes y = gx˜ = gx and re-expands (67), 
one generates the normal-scaling expansion of p˜a . Note that y = g2u + O(g4) on the physical 
sheet, so only a finite number of the terms in the sum (69) is needed for computing a given order 
of the normal scaling expansion. On the contrary, the whole infinite sum should be known to 
compute p˜a,ns,n.
Denote by p˜′a,ns,n the n-th term in the normal scaling re-expansion of the truncated sum 
n−1∑
k=0
pa,ds,k(g x)g2k . It is a useful object since on one hand, computing p˜′a,ns,n requires one 
term less in the double scaling series compared to computing p˜a,ns,n, while on the other hand, 
p˜′a,ns,n and p˜a,ns,n have the same singular, constant, and linear parts in their small u expan-
sion. Indeed, the sum (69) starts from the y2-term whereas on the next-to-physical sheet one has 
y = g x = u − g
x
= u − g2
u
(1 +O( g2
u2
)). Hence all singularities in pa/u2 at small u are delayed 
by at least one loop.
In the algorithm, p˜a,ns,n−1 is taken as an input known from the previous orders of the recur-
sion. First, we produce pa,ds,n−1 by12
11 The issue is not an obstacle for μab due to the property μ˜ab = μ[2]ab .
12 Let us emphasize that u is not treated as a function of y on the r.h.s. of (71), but literally each u is replaced by y.
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The leading order is slightly different: pa,ds,0(y) = p˜a,ns,0(u → y) is given by (68).
Then, from the knowledge of pa,ds,k up to k = n − 1, we compute p˜′a,ns,n and expand it at 
small u, thus determining the singular, linear, and constant parts of p˜a,ns,n.
Finally, we substitute y = g
x
and re-expand the double scaling series (67) at fixed u producing 
pa,ns,k on the physical sheet. Since y = g2u +O(g4) in this expansion, and the sum (69) starts 
from the y2-term, we can produce pa,ns,k up to k = n + 1, though k = n is already sufficient to 
proceed in the algorithm.
3.3.2. {p3, p˜1, μ1, μ2}
In (28) p3 is explicitly separated into the regular polynomial part A3uML−2, and the singular 
(near u = 0) part obtained from the normal scaling expansion of 
∞∑
k=1
c3,k(g) (
g
x
)k .
To find the singular part, consider (7b) for P˜1 in the form
xL p˜1 = PV[μ3]p1 − PV[μ2]p2 + PV[μ1]p3 , (72)
where (12) was used to replace μ by PV[μ] ≡ 12 (μ + μ[2]). PV[μ] are regular functions in the 
vicinity of the real axis. PV[μ1]−1 is regular, at least perturbatively at any order, since PV[μ1] =
(αQ( i2 ) + O(u)) + O(g2). Finally all pa are regular at the leading order. Hence, to find the 
order n singular part of p3, only knowledge about μab at order n − 1 is needed. p1, p2 and p˜1, 
more precisely their singular parts, are required at order n, and these quantities were found in the 
previous step.
In the case of L = 2, knowing the singular part is in principle enough to fully fix p3. Indeed, 
the regular part is explicitly known: p3,reg = A3 u, where A3 is fixed from (16) by using  from 
the previous loop order and requiring that the spin S is integer and hence known at all orders. 
This simplification reflects the fact that a twist 2 state is fully determined by its spin. For instance, 
there is only one solution to the one-loop Bethe equation.
For generic L, or to avoid the assumption that S is integer but rather derive this fact perturba-
tively, one should fix A3 and the polynomial ML−2 from the QSC equations.
First, we will determine μ1 with A3 and ML−2 kept arbitrary, by considering the all-loop 
version of the Baxter equation (34):
1
P22
μ1 −
⎛
⎜⎝P3P2 −
P[2]3
P[2]2
+ 1
P22
+ 1(
P[2]2
)2
⎞
⎟⎠μ[2]1 + 1(
P[2]2
)2 μ[4]1
= P
[2]
1 P˜
[2]
2(
P[2]2
)2 − P1P˜2P22 +
(
P1
P2
− P
[2]
1
P[2]2
)
μ
[2]
3 . (73)
It is most easily derived from (7b) for P˜1 written in two forms, with μab and with μ[2]ab , and from 
(7a) for μ12. One should eliminate P˜1 and μ2 from these equations to get (73).
The normal scaling expansion is considered for μab,
μab = 1L
(
μab,ns,0 + g2μab,ns,1 +O(g4)
)
. (74)g
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inhomogeneous Baxter equation (52) with a source term, which is solved by (57).
The r.h.s. of (73) is proportional to P1 which is zero at the leading order, so P˜2 and μ3 should 
be known only up to order n − 1. P1, P2 and the singular part of P3 are already known at 
order n, so only ML−2 and A3 are yet unfixed, and thus μ1,ns,n can be found in terms of these 
coefficients. The constants φi,k are fixed as explained after (65), with the exception of φ1,0 which 
is fixed differently for μ1 (compared to the prescription for μ4).
To fix φ1,0 and ML−2, return to (7a) for μ12:
μ1 −μ[2]1 = g−L
(
p˜1p2 − p˜2p1
)
. (75)
On the l.h.s., the singular and constant terms depend on A3 and ML−2, while the linear term 
depends on φ1,0. On the other hand, the necessary information to compute these terms on the 
r.h.s. was already found in Section 3.3.1. Hence we can fully determine φ1,0, A3, and ML−2. In 
addition, the regular part of p˜1 is found by matching to the regular part of the l.h.s.
Having fully determined μ1, p3 and p˜1 at order n, it is now straightforward to fix μ2 from 
e.g. the following version of (7b):
xL p˜1 = μ3p1 −μ2p2 +μ1p3 . (76)
3.3.3. {p4, p˜2, μ3, }
The way to fix p4 and p˜2 is very similar to how p3 and p˜1 was fixed in the previous section. 
The departing point is the equation (7b) for p˜2 written in two ways:
xL p˜2 = μ4p1 −μ3p2 +μ1p4 ,
xL p˜2 = μ[2]4 p1 −μ[2]3 p2 +μ[2]1 p4 . (77)
In analogy to (72), taking the sum of these equations produces a relation that includes PV[μ], 
which can be used to fix the singular part of p4. To fix the regular part, A4 u NL−1(u), μ3 is 
eliminated from (77):
P˜2
P2
− P˜
[2]
2
P[2]2
=
(
P4
P2
− P
[2]
4
P[2]2
)
μ
[2]
1 +
(
P1
P2
− P
[2]
1
P[2]2
)
μ
[2]
4 . (78)
Applying the -operator to this equation yields
xL
p˜2
p2
= 
((
p4
p2
− p
[2]
4
p[2]2
)
μ
[2]
1 +
(
p1
p2
− p
[2]
1
p[2]2
)
μ
[2]
4
)
+ φ0 +
∑
k=1
φk Pk . (79)
Notice that an i-periodic function has to be included.  is some finite number. The only un-
known part of the l.h.s. is the regular part (excluding the constant and linear part) of p˜2 at u = 0, 
while the regular part of p4 and the coefficients φk need to be fixed on the r.h.s. Considering the 
equation at order n, p˜2,ns,n is simply multiplied by a factor of 
(
u
g
)L
. Dividing by this factor and 
matching the poles at u = 0 on both sides fixes φk (from the poles of degree L and higher) and 
the undetermined coefficients of p4 (from the poles of degree less than L and the constant term). 
Furthermore, the equivalence of the regular terms fixes p˜2.
Having fixed p4, p˜2 and μ1, it is straightforward to fix μ3 from e.g. the first equation in (77). 
Finally,  is fixed by using the found A4 in (25).
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With all Pa and μ1, μ2, and μ3 fixed, only μ4 and μ5 remain. From the fourth and fifth 
equation in (31), the all-loop version of (52) is derived by eliminating μ5 and using (7b) to 
simplify:
1
P22
μ4 −
⎛
⎜⎝P3P2 −
P[2]3
P[2]2
+ 1
P22
+ 1(
P[2]2
)2
⎞
⎟⎠μ[2]4 + 1(
P[2]2
)2 μ[4]4
= P˜2P4
P22
− P˜
[2]
2 P
[2]
4(
P[2]2
)2 +
(
P[2]4
P[2]2
− P4
P2
)
μ
[2]
3 . (80)
Again, this is exactly the inhomogeneous Baxter equation for μ4,ns,n. Following the procedure 
described above, the solution is completely fixed, except for the constant φ1,0. As explained, this 
constant is fixed when the singular part of p4 is determined at the next order by requiring that the 
term of order u−1 vanishes, as it should due to the way H-symmetry is imposed.
Finally, μ5 is straightforwardly derived from one of the equations leading to (80).
3.4. Cross-checks
There are several robust possibilities to cross-check the presented computation:
• The following equations from (7b) were never explicitly used:
P˜3 = P4 μ2 − P3 μ3 + P1 μ5 ,
P˜4 = P4 μ3 − P3 μ4 + P2 μ5 . (81)
Using them, P˜3 and P˜4 can be computed and compared against P3 and P4 through the re-
expansion in the double scaling regime.
• The fact that μab +μ[2]ab and μab−μ
[2]
ab√
u2−4g2 have a regular expansion at u = 0 was only used to fix 
μ1 and μ4. However, it should also apply for μ2, μ3 and μ5.
• The large u behavior of μab (15) is governed by , and this provides another way to compute 
the conformal dimension.
• In the u-symmetric cases all μab have certain parity properties which are preserved at all 
loop orders.
• All μab satisfy the bilinear identity (14)
μ1 μ5 −μ2 μ4 +μ23 = 1 . (82)
Though all the mentioned properties can be derived from the equations that were actually 
used, their explicit check is very nontrivial. It requires the use of the shuffle and stuffle algebraic 
relations, and, in the case of parity checks, a possibility to express η¯[−2]a1,...,ak through ηa1,...,ar and 
η¯
[−2]
a by means of the periodicity relations introduced in [48]. Hence, these properties provide 
a very solid verification for the correctness of the implemented algorithm. In comparison, the 
cross-checks in the FiNLIE approach were significantly less transparent. Almost no means were 
available to verify the 8-loop computation in [48] beyond highest-transcendentality terms.
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and  as an output, see equation (25). S should be a fixed integer, hence it provides an all-loop 
check of the computation.13
The approximation to the conformal dimension can be computed from the solution of the 
asymptotic Bethe Ansatz [7,9]
(
x+k
x−k
)L
= −
S∏
j=1
uk − uj − i
uk − uj + i
⎛
⎝1 − 1x+k x−j
1 − 1
x−k x
+
j
σBES(uk, uj )
⎞
⎠
2
, (83)
where x±k ≡ x(uk ± i2 ), using the formula
as = L+ S + 2 i g
S∑
k=1
(
1
x+k
− 1
x−k
)
. (84)
Naively, Feynman graphs which invalidate the assumption of infinite length appear at L loops, 
so the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz gives the correct result for  up to L − 1 loops only. However, 
in practice the Bethe Ansatz is still valid up to L + 1 loops. We discuss this bonus effect in 
Appendix C.
Note that the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz (83), the expression (84) for , and the integer 
constraint on the value of S can be analytically derived from QSC [51]. However, the only 
known way of derivation is to consider the curve in its full generality, i.e. to supplement the 
Pμ-system with the Qω-system (which is a consequence of the former) and with the intertwin-
ing QQ-relations between Pa and Qi . The fact that this information about  and S follow from 
the Pμ-system is definitely a nontrivial check for the explicit computations.
There are also several results within single-wrapping orders [20,21,23], which are consistent 
by themselves with the reciprocity property, BFKL, and double-logarithmic equations (see e.g. 
[59]). We checked our computation against these results.
Apart from perturbative comparison, we can do further checks on the generic structure of the 
answer. In [48], the leading transcendentality terms were computed to all loops for the anomalous 
dimension of the Konishi operator. Also, one can consider a plausible suggestion [60] that the 
answer is given, at least to a high enough order, in terms of single-valued MZV’s [61,62]. When 
an answer satisfies this conjecture (and so far all answers do), one gets a solid verification of the 
result since the single-valued MZV’s are very special combinations of generic MZV’s which we 
cannot predict in advance from our algorithm.
Finally, let us note that the equations in the algorithm are universal at any loop order, hence 
their implementation is. This universal implementation can be thoroughly verified as described 
above, which gives us an additional certitude about the correctness of the computation.
4. Summary of results and discussion
4.1. Results
As an example of the structure of the obtained results, the 10-loop conformal dimension of 
the Konishi operator is:
13 If, instead, we use the value of S to simplify the algorithm, e.g. in the twist 2 case, then certain singularities of p˜1
should automatically cancel which is also a nontrivial check.
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+ g10(15 168 + 6912 ζ3 − 5184 ζ 23 − 8640 ζ5 + 30 240 ζ7)
+ g12(−7680 − 262 656 ζ3 − 20 736 ζ 23 + 112 320 ζ5 + 155 520 ζ3 ζ5
+ 75 600 ζ7 − 489 888 ζ9
)
+ g14(−2 135 040 + 5 230 080 ζ3 − 421 632 ζ 23 + 124 416 ζ 33 − 229 248 ζ5
+ 411 264 ζ3 ζ5 − 993 600 ζ 25 − 1 254 960 ζ7 − 1 935 360 ζ3 ζ7 − 835 488 ζ9
+ 7 318 080 ζ11
)
+ g16
(
54 408 192 − 83 496 960 ζ3 + 7 934 976 ζ 23 + 1 990 656 ζ 33 − 19 678 464 ζ5
− 4 354 560 ζ3 ζ5 − 3 255 552 ζ 23 ζ5 + 2 384 640 ζ 25 + 21 868 704 ζ7 − 6 229 440 ζ3 ζ7
+ 22 256 640 ζ5 ζ7 + 9 327 744 ζ9 + 23 224 320 ζ3 ζ9 + 65 929 2485 ζ11
− 106 007 616 ζ13 − 684 2885 Z
(2)
11
)
+ g18
(
−1 014 549 504 + 1 140 922 368 ζ3 − 51 259 392 ζ 23 − 20 155 392 ζ 33
+ 575 354 880 ζ5 − 14 294 016 ζ3 ζ5 − 26 044 416 ζ 23 ζ5 + 55 296 000 ζ 25
+ 15 759 360 ζ3 ζ 25 − 223 122 816 ζ7 + 34 020 864 ζ3 ζ7 + 22 063 104 ζ 23 ζ7
− 92 539 584 ζ5 ζ7 − 113 690 304 ζ 27 − 247 093 632 ζ9 + 119 470 464 ζ3 ζ9
− 245 099 520 ζ5 ζ9 − 186 204 0965 ζ11 − 278 505 216 ζ3 ζ11 − 253 865 664 ζ13
+ 1 517 836 320 ζ15 + 15 676 4165 Z
(2)
11 − 1 306 368Z(2)13 + 1 306 368Z(3)13
)
+ g20
(
16 445 313 024 − 13 069 615 104 ζ3 − 1 509 027 840 ζ 23 + 578 949 120 ζ 33
− 14 929 920 ζ 43 − 11 247 547 392 ζ5 + 1 213 581 312 ζ3 ζ5 + 1 234 206 720 ζ 23 ζ5
− 70 170 624 ζ 33 ζ5 − 1 390 279 680 ζ 25 − 654 842 880 ζ3 ζ 25 +
6 966 252 288
175
ζ 35
+ 377 212 032 ζ7 − 1 610 841 600 ζ3 ζ7 + 154 680 192 ζ 23 ζ7 + 222 341 760 ζ5 ζ7
+ 133 788 672 ζ3 ζ5 ζ7 + 868 662 144 ζ 27 + 4 915 257 984 ζ9 − 332 646 912 ζ3 ζ9
− 91 072 512 ζ 23 ζ9 + 1 099 699 200 ζ5 ζ9 + 2 275 620 480 ζ7 ζ9 +
9 793 211 904
5
ζ11
− 2 334 572 928 ζ3 ζ11 + 2 713 772 160 ζ5 ζ11 − 787 483 944175 ζ13
+ 3 372 969 600 ζ3 ζ13 − 4 308 536 566 944 ζ15 − 21 661 960 320 ζ17875
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Results for operators with L + S ≤ 8 associated to Baxter polynomials with rational coefficients.
L S Q  num Padé
2 2 u2 − 112 # # #
4 u4 − 1314u2 + 27560 # # #
6 u6 − 15544 u4 + 329176u2 − 3754928 # # #
3 2 u2 − 14 # # #
4 u4 − 32u2 + 1148 # # #
4 3 u3 ± 32u2 + 14u∓ 18 # # #
5 2 u2 − 34 # # #
u2 − 112 # # #
Table 2
Examples of results for operators associated to Baxter polynomials with a square root of a prime in the coefficients.
L S Q  num Padé
4 2 u2 − 14 − 12√5 # # #
u2 − 14 + 12√5 # # #
+ 752 219 136
5
Z
(2)
11 −
5 070 791 808
175
Z
(2)
13 −
7 159 104
7
Z
(3)
13
+ 2 716 063 488
175
Z
(2)
15 −
17 895 168
25
Z
(3)
15 + 11 943 936 ζ3 Z(2)11
)
+O(g22) , (85)
where Z(n)a denote single-valued MZV’s written in the basis [63]
Z
(2)
11 = −ζ3,5,3 + ζ3 ζ3,5 ,
Z
(2)
13 = −ζ5,3,5 + 11 ζ5 ζ3,5 + 5 ζ5 ζ8 ,
Z
(3)
13 = −ζ3,7,3 + ζ3 ζ3,7 + 12 ζ5 ζ3,5 + 6 ζ5 ζ8 ,
Z
(2)
15 = ζ3,7,5 − ζ5 ζ3,7 − 3 ζ5 ζ10 + 21 ζ9 ζ6 +
175
2
ζ11 ζ4 + 6372 ζ13 ζ2 ,
Z
(3)
15 = −ζ3,9,3 + ζ3 ζ3,9 + 12 ζ5 ζ3,7 + 30 ζ7 ζ3,5 + 6 ζ5 ζ10 + 15 ζ7 ζ8 . (86)
Selected examples of 10-loop results are given in Table 1. The corresponding operators all 
have Baxter polynomials with rational coefficients. Operators associated to Baxter polynomials 
with square roots of a prime in the coefficients have also been calculated analytically, up to 
nine loop orders for the simplest cases. Examples are given in Table 2. In the case of more 
complicated algebraic numbers the analytic solution is also possible. However, our attempts of 
an implementation are slow and maximally five-loop results have been reached. Therefore, the 
coefficients of Q(u) have been handled numerically while MZV’s were kept analytic. Nine loops 
were reached in the simplest cases of such operators. Examples are given in Table 3.
The Mathematica notebook Results.m includes results for all 91 operators with L +S ≤
10 to at least eight loop orders as well as some additional results for L + S > 10 where the loop 
order exceeds L + 1 such that the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz is no longer valid. The notebook
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Examples of results for operators associated to Baxter polynomials with more complicated algebraic numbers as coeffi-
cients.
L S Q Qnum  num Padé
6 2 u2 − 14 cot2
(
π
7
)
u2 − 1.07799 # # #
u2 − 14 cot2
(
2π
7
)
u2 − 0.158991 # # #
u2 − 14 cot2
(
3π
7
)
u2 − 0.0130238 # # #
Solution of QSC.nb contains our implementation of the algorithm and the reader can use 
it to attempt calculations of the operators and loop orders that we did not cover. The code works 
efficiently for operators with L + S  15 and also beyond this range if S or L is small. The 
published version works analytically for operators with rational coefficients in the Baxter poly-
nomial and semi-numerically when the coefficients are irrational. The modification which works 
analytically with some irrational expressions is not published but available upon request. The 
notebooks and the required files containing relations between MZV’s can be downloaded from 
www.maths.tcd.ie/~dvolin/QSC/loop10sl2.zip, they are also available as the ancillary files of the 
electronic preprint of this article at arxiv.org.
4.2. Observations
Series converge up to g = 14 . There is a clear numerical evidence that the radius of convergency 
for all the obtained series is 14 , cf.
Konishi = 4 + 0.7500(4g)2 − 0.1875(4g)4 + 0.08203(4g)6 − 0.05031(4g)8
+ 0.03578(4g)10 − 0.02728(4g)12 + 0.02175(4g)14 − 0.01791(4g)16
+ 0.01511(4g)18 − 0.01299(4g)20 +O(g22) . (87)
This radius of convergency is the same as for the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz answers and is well 
expected. Indeed, one can envisage such a bound already from the magnon dispersion relation 
[64] which becomes singular at g = ± i4 . On the level of functions of the spectral parameter, 
g = ± i4 are the first values of g where Zhukovsky branch points collide, see e.g. discussion 
in [57].
Padé approximation works at least up to g 
 0.7. One can attempt to resolve the singulari-
ties at g = ± i4 by introducing the new variable w = (1 + 16g2)α , where the value of α should 
account for the type of singularity (we assumed it is of branch point type). We introduced w
and constructed diagonal Padé approximations, around w = 1, to the perturbative answers. We 
observe empirically that the obtained Padé approximants converge up to g 
 0.7 independently 
of α, and for α = 1/4 we get the best matching against the known numerical results from TBA 
[25,39,40]: In the described way, a three-digit accuracy was achieved at g = 0.7. For g < 0.4, 
the accuracy from the Padé approximants is empirically estimated to be more than 5 digits and 
is hence better than that of the known numerical results.
Although α = 14 is favored by comparison with the numerics, it is premature to conclude that 
this is the true value of the critical exponent. Other values of α still lead to numerically reasonable 
answers and attempts to fit the exponent by analyzing solutions near g = i were inconclusive.4
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is a well-known fact for the Konishi operator. We observe this phenomenon for any state from 
the sl(2) sector. It has an explanation, see Appendix C.
Only MZV’s at any loop order (theorem). It is a straightforward consequence of the algorithm 
that the answer at any loop order is expressible only in terms algebraic numbers (originating 
from coefficients of Baxter polynomials) times MZV’s. Indeed, the algebra of functions used is 
closed under all operations performed, see Appendix A. MZV’s appear when we Taylor-expand 
η-functions at zero. Nothing else can be generated by this expansion.
Only single-valued MZV’s (observation). We observe that in all computations that were done, 
the answer is expressible using only the subclass of possible MZV’s – the so-called single-valued 
MZV’s [61,62]. This subclass consists of single-indexed zeta-values of odd argument and partic-
ular combinations of multi-indexed zeta-values listed, for transcendentally up to 15, in (86). We 
do not have an analytic explanation of this fact.
For twist-two states, the complexity of the answer seems to follow the number of wrappings: 
single-indexed zeta-values appear for the first time at loop four, and the first multiple-index 
(but single-valued) zeta-value appears at loop eight.14 It is therefore reasonable to ask whether 
“single-valuedness” will be preserved at triple wrapping, i.e. at twelve loops.
4.3. Outlook
The results presented in this work seem to put us on the eve of the practical systematic com-
putation of the perturbative conformal spectrum of planar N = 4 SYM. Let us discuss how the 
proposed approach can be extended beyond the sl(2) sector. One relies on the P1 → 0 property 
to find the leading order solution, see Section 3.2. It is satisfied for all the multiplets that reach 
the unitary bound at zero coupling. For instance, it is satisfied for the most interesting case of 
rank-one sectors, including the su(2) sector. If the P1 → 0 property is fulfilled, we expect that 
relaxing the ansatz (29) would be sufficient to generalize the algorithm, however some practical 
issues may arise, such as μ1 being zero at u = 0 which indeed happens for exceptional operators 
[65] and which will require extra care when defining the small u expansions.
For the operators that do not reach the unitary bound, the iterative scheme is not directly appli-
cable. However, we know [51] how the quantum spectral curve is related to the asymptotic Bethe 
Ansatz when the latter one is applicable, hence one can compute the leading order and certain 
sub-leading orders of the QSC quantities by solving the Bethe Ansatz and use this information 
as a departing point. Most importantly, it is very likely that algebraic manipulations would not 
be more complicated than those described in this work and all the functions will belong to the 
algebra from Section 2.1.3, hence one has all technical tools ready.
The presented number of loop orders, ten, is not a conceptual limit of the procedure. The 
algorithm works to any order, and restrictions are of purely combinatorial nature. The basis of 
η-functions is of dimension 22·#loops-3, and hence the required memory and time for computation 
are growing (at least) exponentially. Even with this exponential growth, the computation is very 
fast, allowing to compute ten loops for simple operators in a matter of hours. The algorithm is 
implemented in Mathematica, with the aim to rather be comprehensible than fast, and it can, 
without doubt, be made several orders of magnitude faster and less memory-consuming with a 
14 We do not observe similar correlation for arbitrary states. Twist-two states might be special because zeta-values from 
the dressing phase appear at the same order as the first wrapping.
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operations are linear or bi-linear and can hence be efficiently parallelized. Thus, we expect sev-
eral loops more to be computable by improving the code, using more advanced hardware, and 
allowing longer runtimes.
One should keep in mind that most of the advancements in the study of the N = 4 SYM spec-
trum, including the presented one, rely on the conjecture of integrability which was not proven 
and which still appears as a miracle. As a step towards a proof, one should devise a better way 
of deriving the QSC equations than the historical approach through TBA. Hoping for an analogy 
with the algebraic Bethe Ansatz [66], one expects that Pa and μab arise as commuting operators 
acting on the basis (1) (or a more generic one, if outside the sl(2) sector). The eigenvalues of 
these operators should be the ones found in this paper. Furthermore, stronger constraints follow 
from our results. One should expect that Pa and μab as operators arise from QFT renormaliza-
tion and hence their matrix elements are likely to be from the algebra of MZV’s over the field 
of rational numbers, whereas any algebraic number appears only as a result of diagonalization. 
It is not trivial to construct a matrix with rational coefficients so as to reproduce given algebraic 
numbers. Hence the explicit analytic knowledge of the eigenvalues gained in this paper should 
help in finding the operatorial version of QSC and hence in the proper formulation of AdS/CFT 
integrability.
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Appendix A. -operator
In this appendix we explain how to compute the action of the -operator (5) on the algebra of 
functions described in Section 5. See also [48]. It will be clear that this algebra is invariant under 
the action of  . Recall that the result of a -operation has an ambiguity of adding i-periodic 
functions. In this appendix we give a prescription that fixes this ambiguity. In particular, we 
demand that  is a linear operator. In the following, small letters denote single indices, e.g. 
in ηa , while capital letters denote multiple indices, e.g. in ηA.
A.1. Rational functions
First note that any rational function of the form 
∑
a bau
a∏
n,m(u+in)m can be rewritten as a sum of a 
polynomial and shifted inverse powers, 
∑
cau
a +∑n,m dn,m(u+in)m .
Applying  to a polynomial r =∑na=0 caua results in a polynomial of one order higher, 
found from solving the equation
(r)(u)−(r)(u+ i) = r(u) . (A.1)
In practice, we compute only (ua) and then extend the result by linearity. However we need 
to assure linearity, and we therefore require that (r)(0) = 0 which removes the constant term 
ambiguity in the solution of (A.1). For instance, (1) = iu.
The action of  on a shifted inverse power is prescribed to be the following sum:

(
1
(u+ in)a
)
=
∞∑ 1
(u+ in+ im)a = η
[2n]
a . (A.2)m=0
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the logarithmically divergent sum by postulating that it is equal to η[2n]1 , which is defined as 
η1(u) ≡ iψ(−iu) [48], where ψ is the digamma function.
A.2. Expressions involving η-functions
First note that i-periodic functions Pa are treated as constants by :
(Pa f ) =Pa (f ) . (A.3)
In particular, (Pa) = Pa(1) = iuPa . In contrast to the previous work [48] where both ηA and 
complex-conjugated η¯A were used, we systematically remove all the η¯A from the expressions 
using the defining property ηa + η¯[−2]a = Pa in order to explicitly simplify the computations 
using (A.3).
To handle products of η-functions and shifted inverse powers, we use our general convention 
(f ) ≡
∞∑
n=0
f [2n] when the sum is convergent. Therefore

(
η
[2n+2]
A
(u+ in)a
)
= η[2n]a,A . (A.4)
The logarithmically divergent sums are always regularized so as to satisfy (A.4).
When an expression of the kind 
(
η
[2n]
A
(u+im)a
)
is encountered, the strategy is to shift the 
η-function using the relation
ηa,A = η[2]a,A +
η
[2]
A
ua
, (A.5)
until the produced terms have the form (A.4) or the η-function runs out of indices.
Products of polynomial powers and η-functions are handled using the relation
∇
(
(ua)η
[2n]
b,A
)
= uaη[2n]b,A +(ua)[2]
1
(u+ in)b η
[2+2n]
A , (A.6)
which leads to
(uaη
[2n]
b,A ) = (ua)η[2n]b,A −
(
(ua)[2] 1
(u+ in)b η
[2+2n]
A
)
. (A.7)
The last relation is applied repeatedly until the produced terms are products of shifted inverse 
powers and η-functions, or the η-function runs out of indices.
Appendix B. Determination of Baxter polynomials
As described, each operator is characterized by L, S and its Baxter polynomial, Q(u) =
S∏
k=1
(u − uk). The possible choices of Q are a consequence of L and S and are defined as the 
polynomials satisfying the Bethe equations (36) and the zero-momentum condition (37).
As only symmetric combinations of Bethe roots uk determine Q(u) and hence only these 
combinations are relevant in the perturbative procedure, one may opt not to solve the Bethe 
equations, but instead solve the Baxter equation (34),
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(
u+ i
2
)L
Q[2] +
(
u− i
2
)L
Q[−2] − T Q, (B.1)
from which we can fix Q(u) without knowing uk explicitly.
In this appendix, it is discussed how to determine the possible Baxter polynomials first in 
special cases and then in generality. The reader may also consult [67] devoted to a review of the 
sl(2) sector of AdS5/CFT4 integrability.
B.1. Spin 2
From the zero-momentum condition it follows that solutions with S = 2 are always 
u-symmetric: u1 = −u2, so Q(u) = u2 − u21. The Bethe equations then reduce to(
u1 + i2
u1 − i2
)L+1
= 1 (B.2)
with non-singular solutions
u1 = −u2 = 12 cot
(
πk
L+ 1
)
, k = 1, . . . ,
[
L
2
]
. (B.3)
Though u1 is always an algebraic number, e.g.
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . .
k 1 1 1,2 1,2 1,2,3 2;1,3
u21
1
12
1
4
1
4 ± 12√5
3
4 ,
1
12
roots of
448x3 −560x2 +84x−1
1
4 ,
3
4 ± 1√2 . . .
, (B.4)
the explicit form of u1 increases in complexity with S. Our implementation of the perturbative 
algorithm is most efficient for Baxter polynomials with rational coefficients. The algebraic num-
ber fields generated by square roots of a prime have also been treated analytically, and the L = 4
case in (B.4) is presented in Section 4. To get a reasonable speed, we approximate more compli-
cated algebraic numbers numerically while keeping exact expressions for MZV’s. As an example 
of this semi-numerical computation, we considered the L = 6 case in (B.4), and the results are 
again given in Section 4.
B.2. Twist 2
This is the most interesting subclass of operators, in particular because of its relation to cusp
[8] and to the BFKL limit [16]. The one-loop solution is known explicitly [68–70]:
Q(u) = (S!)
2
(2i)S(2S − 1)!! 3F2
(
−S,S + 1, 1
2
− i u;1,1;1
)
, (B.5)
which is a polynomial for integer values of S, with rational coefficients. The zero-momentum 
condition is satisfied only for even S.
As it was recently understood [71,31], (B.5) is not the correct solution at non-integer S, sim-
ply because it has poles. However, only integer S corresponds to the states in the spectrum of 
single-trace operators and this is the only case considered in this work.
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There is also a known series of solutions for twist-3 operators given by [72,16]
Q(u) = (−1)
S
2 ( S2 )!4
S! 4F3
(
−S
2
,
S
2
+ 1, 1
2
+ iu, 1
2
− iu;1,1,1;u
)
. (B.6)
At even S, (B.6) is a polynomial with rational coefficients that satisfies the zero-momentum 
constraint.
Whereas (B.5) exhausts all possible solutions in the twist 2 case, the twist 3 case allows for 
solutions which are not given by (B.6). The first occur at S = 3: Q(u) = u3± 32
√
5
7u
2+ 14u ∓ 1√35 . 
We checked up to S = 20 that solutions not given by (B.6) all have non-rational coefficients. 
However, for 3 ≤ S ≤ 8 and S = 10 these solutions contain nothing worse than square roots, and 
they lead to results containing only rational numbers times MZV’s in the perturbative corrections 
to the conformal dimension.
B.4. Generic state
In practice, it is simplest to solve the Baxter equation (B.1). This is done by looking for 
polynomial Q and T . Hence, we plug in the ansatz T ≡ 2uL −∑Lj=1 djuL−j and Q ≡ uS +∑S
j=1 cjuS−j , and additionally impose the zero-momentum condition that allows to express the 
constant c1 by a linear combination of the remaining cj with j odd. Requiring that all powers 
vanish in (B.1) yields enough conditions on di and ci . In particular, one finds that d1 and d2 are 
universal
d1 = 0 , d2 = S(S − 1)+L
(
S − 1
4
)
+ 1
4
L2 . (B.7)
In all cases we have considered, the Baxter polynomial has indeed been obtained in this way.
Finally, let us comment on a different approach, going back to [73], that allows to control 
the completeness of the set of solutions and to prove the reality of the Bethe roots. Consider the 
logarithmic form of the Bethe equations and introduce an extra real parameter c:
L arctan(2uk)+
S∑
j=1
arctan
(
uk − uj
c
)
= π nk . (B.8)
The mode numbers, nk , should all be distinct. They are integers if L + S − 1 is even and half-
integers if L + S − 1 is odd. It is easy to see that |nk| ≤ L+S−32 .
If c = +0, solving (B.8) is straightforward and unambiguous for a given set of mode numbers, 
given that uk > uj if nk > nj . Then one only needs to perform the continuous deformation of 
the solution up to c = 1. Reality of the solutions is concluded using the continuity argument. The 
continuity argument also allows one to compute the total momentum defined by 
∏
k
uk+ i2
uk− i2
= eiptot
in terms of mode numbers:
ptot = −2π
L
S∑
k=1
nk − π S (mod 2π) , (B.9)
and hence we can easily constrain the possible nk to zero-momentum states only.
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numerical solutions to the Bethe equations and hence to confirm the findings by analytic meth-
ods.
Appendix C. Validity of the Bethe Ansatz up to L + 1 loops
Short multiplets which join into a long one at finite coupling can correspond to spin chain 
states of different length. This happens for instance for the Konishi states. The length-2 operator 
TrZ∇2+Z is in the same multiplet as the length-4 operator Tr(XZXZ − XXZZ). Hence these 
operators share the same anomalous part of the conformal dimension. For length-4 operators the 
asymptotic Bethe Ansatz is valid up to three loops, hence it should also be valid up to three loops 
for the length-2 representative, TrZ∇2+Z.
It is demonstrated below that this phenomenon is common for all states from the sl(2) sector. 
Any state of type (1) and length L belongs, at finite coupling, to a multiplet which also contains 
a state, outside the sl(2) sector, of length L + 2. Hence the Bethe Ansatz should be valid up to 
L + 1 loops which we indeed observe in practice.
It is not known to us how to explicitly write down the corresponding operator of length L + 2, 
except for the Konishi example. Instead, we provide an argument on the level of Bethe Ansatz 
equations. There, duality transformations affect the length. This phenomenon was one of the first 
tests to support the Beisert–Staudacher equations [7].
The discussion below is an adaptation of the results of [7].
To define the duality transformation, one should not restrict to the sl(2) sector but consider 
the full set of asymptotic Bethe equations. This set determines five types of Bethe roots: three 
types of “bosonic” Bethe roots including the momentum-carrying roots uj and two auxiliary sets 
with the elements denoted below as ub±; and two types of auxiliary “fermionic” Bethe roots 
parameterized by the Zhukovsky-type variable yα±,15 not restricted to the domain |y| > 1.
The main Bethe equation is written as
−
(
x+k
x−k
)L
=
S∏
j=1
uk − uj − i
uk − uj + i
⎛
⎝1 − 1x+k x−j
1 − 1
x−k x
+
j
⎞
⎠
2
σBES(uk, uj )
2
∏
α±
x+k − yα±
x−k − yα±
. (C.1)
The Bethe equations for the auxiliary bosonic roots are
−1 =
∏
{u′b+}
ub+ − u′b+ + i
ub+ − u′b+ − i
∏
α+
ub+ −wα+ − i2
ub+ −wα+ + i2
,
−1 =
∏
{u′b−}
ub− − u′b− + i
ub− − u′b− − i
∏
α−
ub− −wα− − i2
ub− −wα− + i2
, (C.2)
where wα± ≡ g(yα± + 1yα± ).
Instead of writing Bethe equations for the fermionic roots, it will be handy to encode these 
roots by relations between the following Zhukovsky–Baxter polynomials:
15 Not related to y from the main text.
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S∏
j=1
(y − x∓j ) , Q±(u) ≡
∏
b±
(u− ub±) , R±(y) ≡
∏
α±
(y − yα±) . (C.3)
Introduce the notation f1 ∝ f2 to denote that f1 = f2 for some constant .
The relations determining the fermionic roots are
R(+)(y)Q±(w − i/2)−R(−)(y)Q±(w + i/2) ∝ R±(y) R¯±(y) , (C.4)
with the demand that R¯±(y) is a polynomial in y. We will parameterize it as R¯± ≡∏
α¯±
(y − y¯α¯±).
Using (C.4), we can make (C.1) and (C.2) to depend on y¯α¯± instead of yα±. This is precisely 
the above-mentioned duality transformation. We are only interested in its effect on (C.1). The 
result is:
−
(
x+k
x−k
)L
=
S∏
j=1
uk − uj + i
uk − uj − i σBES(uk, uj )
2
∏
α¯±
x−k − y¯α¯±
x+k − yα¯±
. (C.5)
Now note that for the sl(2) sector there is no auxiliary Bethe roots (prior to the duality transfor-
mation). Therefore (C.4) is simplified to R(+) − R(−) ∝ R¯±. But R(+)(0) − R(−)(0) = 0 due to 
the zero-momentum constraint 
∏
k
x+k
x−k
= 1 imposed on solutions of the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz, 
and thus y = 0 is one of the zeros of R¯+ and of R¯−. The net effect of two y = 0 roots is the 
length change L → L + 2:
−
(
x+k
x−k
)L+2
=
S∏
j=1
uk − uj + i
uk − uj − i σBES(uk, uj )
2
∏
α¯±=0
x−k − y¯α¯±
x+k − yα¯±
, (C.6)
as requested.
Appendix D. Results
In this appendix, we provide selected results in a format that is meant to be easy to parse by a 
programming language. The notation z[a] and Z[a][b] is used for ζa and Z(b)a , respectively. 
More results are available online [74] and also in the ancillary files at arxiv.org.
D.1. L = 2, S = 2 return to Table 1

4+12g^2-48g^4+336g^6+g^8(-2496+576z[3]-1440z[5])+g^12(-7680-262656z[3]+112320z[5]+155520z[3]z[5]+75600z[7]-489888z[9]-20736
z[3]^2)+g^10(15168+6912z[3]-8640z[5]+30240z[7]-5184z[3]^2)+g^14(-2135040+5230080z[3]-229248z[5]+411264z[3]z[5]-1254960z[7]
-1935360z[3]z[7]-835488z[9]+7318080z[11]-421632z[3]^2+124416z[3]^3-993600z[5]^2)+g^16(54408192-83496960z[3]-19678464z[5]
-4354560z[3]z[5]+21868704z[7]-6229440z[3]z[7]+22256640z[5]z[7]+9327744z[9]+23224320z[3]z[9]-106007616z[13]+7934976z[3]^2
-3255552z[5]z[3]^2+1990656z[3]^3+2384640z[5]^2+65929248z[11]/5-684288Z[11][2]/5)+g^18(-1014549504+1140922368z[3]+575354880z[5]
-14294016z[3]z[5]-223122816z[7]+34020864z[3]z[7]-92539584z[5]z[7]-247093632z[9]+119470464z[3]z[9]-245099520z[5]z[9]-278505216
z[3]z[11]-253865664z[13]+1517836320z[15]-1306368Z[13][2]+1306368Z[13][3]-51259392z[3]^2-26044416z[5]z[3]^2+22063104z[7]z[3]^2
-20155392z[3]^3+55296000z[5]^2+15759360z[3]z[5]^2-113690304z[7]^2-186204096z[11]/5+15676416Z[11][2]/5)+g^20(16445313024
-13069615104z[3]-11247547392z[5]+1213581312z[3]z[5]+377212032z[7]-1610841600z[3]z[7]+222341760z[5]z[7]+133788672z[3]z[5]z[7]
+4915257984z[9]-332646912z[3]z[9]+1099699200z[5]z[9]+2275620480z[7]z[9]-2334572928z[3]z[11]+2713772160z[5]z[11]+3372969600
z[3]z[13]-21661960320z[17]+11943936z[3]Z[11][2]-1509027840z[3]^2+1234206720z[5]z[3]^2+154680192z[7]z[3]^2-91072512z[9]z[3]^2
+578949120z[3]^3-70170624z[5]z[3]^3-14929920z[3]^4-1390279680z[5]^2-654842880z[3]z[5]^2+868662144z[7]^2+9793211904z[11]/5
+752219136Z[11][2]/5-7159104Z[13][3]/7-17895168Z[15][3]/25-787483944z[13]/175-5070791808Z[13][2]/175+2716063488Z[15][2]/175
+6966252288z[5]^3/175-4308536566944z[15]/875)
num
4+0.750000000000(4g)^2-0.187500000000(4g)^4+0.0820312500000(4g)^6-0.0503050413694(4g)^8+0.0357813554374(4g)^10-0.0272807716912
(4g)^12+0.0217501134701(4g)^14-0.0179107691403(4g)^16+0.0151113823572(4g)^18-0.0129922111546(4g)^20
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(2.42770-5.22440w+5.07017w^2-2.69218w^3+0.75942w^4-0.07548w^5)/(1-2.38873w+2.43525w^2-1.30596w^3+0.36745w^4-0.04170w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.2. L = 2, S = 4 return to Table 1

6+50g^2/3-1850g^4/27+241325g^6/486+g^8(-25000z[5]/9+114500z[3]/81-8045275/2187)+g^12(-945000z[9]+1250000z[3]z[5]/3+43098125z[7]
/81-13625000z[3]^2/81+299430575z[5]/729-1918473250z[3]/2187+12344860375/118098)+g^10(175000z[7]/3-125000z[3]^2/9-3357500z[5]/81
+24048500z[3]/729+3007398125/157464)+g^14(42350000z[11]/3-140000000z[3]z[7]/27+12500000z[3]^3/27-71875000z[5]^2/27+975687500z[3]
z[5]/243-1756580750z[9]/243-1808233750z[3]^2/729-17907365875z[7]/2916+11516727625z[5]/4374+290741688625z[3]/19683-25166596925125
/4251528)+g^16(-204490000z[13]+560000000z[3]z[9]/9+1610000000z[5]z[7]/27-13750000Z[11][2]/27+31625000z[5]^2/27+8830456250z[11]/81
-981250000z[5]z[3]^2/81-13079106250z[3]z[7]/243+4030000000z[3]^3/243-52302912500z[3]z[5]/2187+100399413550z[9]/2187-1452895120625
z[5]/8748+330868915000z[3]^2/19683+6593631273125z[7]/52488-33496031056250z[3]/177147+20623221557720125/153055008)+g^18(
2927925000z[15]-1970000000z[5]z[9]/3-2238500000z[3]z[11]/3-43750000Z[13][2]/9+43750000Z[13][3]/9-2741375000z[7]^2/9-21762593750
z[5]z[7]/81-144311199500z[13]/81+1164500000Z[11][2]/81+6650000000z[7]z[3]^2/81+4750000000z[3]z[5]^2/81+204899462500z[3]z[9]/243
-36536133875z[11]/729-174358750000z[5]z[3]^2/729-81702910000z[3]z[7]/2187+1513174862500z[5]^2/2187-340750937500z[3]^3/6561
-15685489033250z[3]z[5]/19683+11765191180625z[3]^2/19683-208130844175375z[9]/118098+1343508816703625z[5]/354294-190566198816875
z[7]/472392+6622119695693125z[3]/4251528-40164947022652931875/16529940864)+g^20(54871250000z[7]z[9]/9+65436250000z[5]z[11]/9
+81331250000z[3]z[13]/9-376075700000z[17]/9-3050000000z[9]z[3]^2/9+40325000000z[3]z[5]z[7]/81+5000000000z[3]Z[11][2]/81-215750000
Z[15][3]/81-29375000000z[5]z[3]^3/81+10915250000Z[15][2]/189-42437500000z[3]^4/243+910079712500z[7]^2/243-153866881250Z[13][2]
/567-10430220087500z[3]z[11]/729+952306718750z[7]z[3]^2/729-3295243750000z[3]z[5]^2/729-11569454483750z[15]/1701+251962250000z[5]
^3/1701-13375653090625z[5]z[7]/2187+8098572962500z[3]z[9]/2187+8629617500000z[5]z[9]/2187+3541152012500Z[11][2]/2187+318419921875
Z[13][3]/5103+70613799125000z[5]z[3]^2/6561-53336803532375z[13]/13608-126850857538750z[3]z[7]/19683+294732037291250z[11]/19683
+63139737837500z[3]^3/19683-167771826267500z[5]^2/19683+974311933258750z[3]z[5]/59049-10115578640260625z[3]^2/354294
+53387963079372875z[9]/1417176-498816377020206875z[7]/17006112-4775163910325555125z[5]/76527504+2083000535488133125z[3]
/344373768+5702048121387295834375/148769467776)
num
6+1.04166666667(4g)^2-0.267650462963(4g)^4+0.121228881334(4g)^6-0.0741551486627(4g)^8+0.0519974475681(4g)^10-0.0392261291360
(4g)^12+0.0310399835520(4g)^14-0.0254045270349(4g)^16+0.0213198086377(4g)^18-0.0182430735442(4g)^20
Padé
(3.83315-11.61394w+14.54178w^2-9.99858w^3+4.08309w^4-0.78480w^5)/(1-3.19099w+4.06001w^2-2.61172w^3+0.88458w^4-0.13177w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.3. L = 2, S = 6 return to Table 1

8+98g^2/5-91238g^4/1125+300642097g^6/506250+g^8(-19208z[5]/5+11736088z[3]/5625-393946504469/91125000)+g^10(403368z[7]/5-2823576
z[3]^2/125-31241812z[5]/375+28848226288z[3]/421875+4156425743851997/205031250000)+g^12(16941456z[3]z[5]/25-32672808z[9]/25
+2171951803z[7]/1875-3939829712z[3]^2/9375+89720524439z[5]/140625-135103809324932z[3]/94921875+63963585215729446667
/369056250000000)+g^14(97615056z[11]/5-21647416z[5]^2/5-210827008z[3]z[7]/25+553420896z[3]^3/625-30518049758z[9]/1875+59185447132
z[3]z[5]/5625-8321262273352z[3]^2/1265625-18988765239829z[7]/1687500+3305589485031253z[5]/284765625+992855735411276149z[3]
/51257812500-1264739078350312951043329/166075312500000000)+g^16(2424510592z[5]z[7]/25+2529924096z[3]z[9]/25-7070119056z[13]/25
-14481180112z[5]z[3]^2/625-12865153448z[5]^2/1875-3043814928Z[11][2]/3125+2299565466814z[11]/9375+437294744656z[3]^3/9375
-3933812906842z[3]z[7]/28125+5520215624672z[9]/84375-5158877019226z[3]z[5]/140625+22909993660202411z[7]/84375000
-14537192107123847z[3]^2/1423828125-3051427713529280386z[5]/7119140625-2278588177560352494067z[3]/15377343750000
+47718535160182440741046032719/298935562500000000000)+g^18(20246250024z[15]/5-26699734656z[5]z[9]/25+784012936Z[11][2]/25
-151693797024z[3]z[11]/125+14019996032z[3]z[5]^2/125-61923845256z[7]^2/125+1321296624564z[3]z[9]/625-2457557677484z[13]/625
-5810919408Z[13][2]/625+5810919408Z[13][3]/625+98139972224z[7]z[3]^2/625-1272664998626z[5]z[7]/3125-20008886376472z[5]z[3]^2
/28125+78750333350143z[11]/140625+2802436953429974z[5]^2/1265625+348946425285724z[3]^3/3515625-4175780825364428z[3]z[7]
/6328125-840371926591144129z[9]/189843750-9353181684276991897z[3]z[5]/2847656250+244731394879850299799z[7]/170859375000
+764512782428890855493z[3]^2/284765625000+249954453809317864731397z[5]/30754687500000-23966753366779005491706347z[3]
/17299511718750000-70658213589762365535612856329047/26904200625000000000000)+g^20(73486388976z[3]z[13]/5-288946481824z[17]/5
+247893031344z[7]z[9]/25+295622760048z[5]z[11]/25+595111936832z[3]z[5]z[7]/625-405104095872z[9]z[3]^2/625+14240036839084z[7]^2
/1875-108224910858036z[3]z[11]/3125+433881982464z[3]Z[11][2]/3125-2549056646976z[5]z[3]^3/3125+39171838795264z[5]z[9]/5625
+1725922124304Z[15][2]/15625-79600372208Z[15][3]/15625-321961276508704z[3]z[5]^2/28125+188944546474754z[7]z[3]^2/46875
+13280111824112z[5]^3/46875+31363843730177Z[13][3]/140625-142168662920704z[3]^4/234375-3983931086282518z[15]/703125
+22079911669943162z[5]z[3]^2/703125-903114566320946Z[13][2]/1171875-56879958713799851z[5]z[7]/2109375+41578152713712916z[3]z[9]
/2109375-567760975469842147z[13]/28125000+273496646465620214Z[11][2]/52734375-7105897779826398217z[5]^2/569531250
-18926613875409552767z[3]z[7]/1423828125+144556615705008184027z[11]/3796875000+51798665840718064814z[3]^3/7119140625
+3374170773264360931729z[9]/34171875000+89923729526501062854319z[3]z[5]/2562890625000-9974605715611757638244477z[3]^2
/115330078125000-39701347306960476836889463z[7]/307546875000000-212774842390295630812877713z[5]/2075941406250000
+2117801074205277617896484802449z[3]/23354340820312500000+8756622316559026747595920980082472627/242137805625000000000000000)
num
8+1.22500000000(4g)^2-0.316798611111(4g)^4+0.144985579186(4g)^6-0.0884798495157(4g)^8+0.0617885084251(4g)^10
-0.0464962688166(4g)^12+0.0367236958123(4g)^14-0.0300035188128(4g)^16+0.0251365956037(4g)^18-0.0214737689908(4g)^20
Padé
(5.46707-16.01265w+20.70198w^2-14.56744w^3+6.16622w^4-1.28494w^5)/(1-3.04508w+3.91782w^2-2.56160w^3+0.88881w^4-0.14117w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
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
5+8g^2-24g^4+136g^6+g^8(-920-128z[3])+g^10(6664+1152z[3]+3840z[5]-2240z[7])+g^12(-49176-17152z[3]-19712z[5]-7680z[3]z[5]-67200
z[7]+64512z[9]+6144z[3]^2)+g^16(-2429336-2828160z[3]-1574400z[5]+488448z[3]z[5]-2380032z[7]+1813504z[3]z[7]-3067904z[5]z[7]
-2795520z[3]z[9]-14755072z[11]+22843392z[13]-6144Z[11][2]+67584z[3]^2+358400z[5]z[3]^2-49152z[3]^3+1085440z[5]^2-15111680z[9]
/3)+g^14(356488+231168z[3]+154112z[5]-161280z[3]z[5]+339136z[7]+172032z[3]z[7]-1300992z[11]-18432z[3]^2-8192z[3]^3+92160z[5]^2
+9164288z[9]/9)+g^18(14231560+32278400z[3]+17756416z[5]+504832z[3]z[5]+18913856z[7]-3526656z[3]z[7]-25174016z[5]z[7]+44820480
z[5]z[9]+40550400z[3]z[11]-374774400z[15]+57344Z[13][3]+559104z[3]^2+1275904z[5]z[3]^2-4243456z[7]z[3]^2-720896z[3]^3+98304z[3]^4
-5478400z[5]^2-4546560z[3]z[5]^2+23106048z[7]^2-63574016z[3]z[9]/3-1357824Z[11][2]/5+314365952z[9]/9+1089140992z[11]/15-1138688
Z[13][2]/25+15755170048z[13]/75)+g^20(-50041880-348687872z[3]-201972480z[5]-31148544z[3]z[5]-162107264z[7]-22644736z[3]z[7]
+113590272z[5]z[7]+98734080z[3]z[5]z[7]-651893760z[7]z[9]-619914240z[5]z[11]-559663104z[3]z[13]+5924638720z[17]+1353728Z[13][3]
-28446720z[3]^2+21235712z[5]z[3]^2-17805312z[7]z[3]^2+47419392z[9]z[3]^2+10797056z[3]^3-3424256z[5]z[3]^3+851968z[3]^4+4864000
z[5]^2-4464640z[3]z[5]^2+157165568z[7]^2+6617088Z[11][2]/5+1425408z[3]Z[11][2]/5-2504385536z[9]/9+186195968z[3]z[9]/9+2774681600
z[5]z[9]/9-7280295424z[11]/15+3864887296z[3]z[11]/15-26732034304z[13]/25-13488128Z[13][2]/25+12292096Z[15][2]/25+474935296z[5]^3
/25-11288576Z[15][3]/75-1227917119744z[15]/375)
num
5+0.500000000000(4g)^2-0.0937500000000(4g)^4+0.0332031250000(4g)^6-0.0163858533265(4g)^8+0.00931918120466(4g)^10
-0.00560570336609(4g)^12+0.00342921286795(4g)^14-0.00206677281701(4g)^16+0.00117360336233(4g)^18-0.000567983813632(4g)^20
Padé
(4.70615-11.59234w+7.90565w^2-4.20166w^3+1.67716w^4-0.74998w^5)/(1-2.08037w+0.24092w^2+0.93969w^3-0.63065w^4+0.07940w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.5. L = 3, S = 4 return to Table 1

7+12g^2-39g^4+957g^6/4+g^8(-216z[3]-28191/16)+g^10(1242z[3]+9360z[5]-5040z[7]+880221/64)+g^12(-50382z[3]+6300z[5]-25920z[3]z[5]
-199080z[7]+145152z[9]+25920z[3]^2-27391071/256)+g^14(-62784z[5]-822960z[3]z[5]+128583z[7]+580608z[3]z[7]+3352608z[9]-2927232
z[11]+80784z[3]^2-41472z[3]^3+311040z[5]^2+3386799z[3]/4+799473405/1024)+g^16(-1022112z[3]z[5]+1125153z[7]+10057824z[3]z[7]
-10354176z[5]z[7]-3692520z[9]-9434880z[3]z[9]-51897456z[11]+51397632z[13]-31104Z[11][2]-216108z[3]^2+1814400z[5]z[3]^2-559872
z[3]^3+6393600z[5]^2-4766031z[5]/2-364105233z[3]/32-19410126015/4096)+g^18(26914734z[3]z[5]+19063296z[3]z[7]-154628352z[5]z[7]
+7094556z[9]-122435712z[3]z[9]+151269120z[5]z[9]+136857600z[3]z[11]-843242400z[15]+290304Z[13][3]+10128321z[3]^2+16363296z[5]
z[3]^2-21482496z[7]z[3]^2-10098432z[3]^3+746496z[3]^4-17874000z[5]^2-23016960z[3]z[5]^2+77982912z[7]^2+365175756z[11]/5-13771296
Z[11][2]/5+1076435523z[5]/16-474911595z[7]/16+19278748656z[13]/25-5764608Z[13][2]/25+17180290539z[3]/128+210275719869/16384
)+g^20(-197035740z[3]z[7]+434780352z[5]z[7]+499841280z[3]z[5]z[7]+219520035z[9]-372272544z[3]z[9]+1903608000z[5]z[9]-2200141440
z[7]z[9]-2092210560z[5]z[11]-1888862976z[3]z[13]+13330437120z[17]+13579488Z[13][3]-366037758z[3]^2+240478632z[5]z[3]^2-196499520
z[7]z[3]^2+240060672z[9]z[3]^2+70703280z[3]^3-26002944z[5]z[3]^3+14805504z[3]^4-288603540z[5]^2-76049280z[3]z[5]^2+976860864
z[7]^2-683484939z[3]z[5]/4-876145788z[11]/5+7472953728z[3]z[11]/5-7546010004z[13]/5-15907752Z[11][2]/5+10824192z[3]Z[11][2]/5
-29585088Z[13][2]/5+62228736Z[15][2]/25-19049472Z[15][3]/25+2404359936z[5]^3/25+6148816641z[7]/32-73280873295z[5]/64
-1594452959568z[15]/125-360974445381z[3]/256+17712213660609/65536)
num
7+0.750000000000(4g)^2-0.152343750000(4g)^4+0.0584106445312(4g)^6-0.0308468901227(4g)^8+0.0189494812287(4g)^10
-0.0125872747998(4g)^12+0.00875756540541(4g)^14-0.00627197301169(4g)^16+0.00457165729765(4g)^18-0.00336246471982(4g)^20
Padé
(5.97027-21.85094w+57.64246w^2-51.60612w^3+26.96925w^4-5.73535w^5)/(1-3.67883w+9.67481w^2-8.30233w^3+3.58313w^4-0.64970w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.6. L = 4, S = 3 return to Table 1

7+12g^2-42g^4+288g^6+g^8(-2487-144z[3])+g^10(24531+1944z[3]+1440z[5])+g^12(-266229-30348z[3]-2736z[5]-5040z[7]-18144z[9])+g^14(
3109377+307980z[3]+128952z[5]+51840z[3]z[5]-85176z[7]-96768z[3]z[7]-196560z[9]+665280z[11]+65664z[3]^2-8640z[5]^2)+g^16(-2021220
z[3]-2872872z[5]-1603584z[3]z[5]+337500z[7]-1257984z[3]z[7]+1451520z[5]z[7]+2073456z[9]+2903040z[3]z[9]-16061760z[13]-728352
z[3]^2-290304z[5]z[3]^2+82944z[3]^3-673920z[5]^2-153625047/4+33479136z[11]/5-124416Z[11][2]/5)+g^18(-997434z[3]+40419180z[5]
+16977600z[3]z[5]+9085212z[7]+20188224z[3]z[7]+25009344z[5]z[7]-15699888z[9]+21561984z[3]z[9]-38361600z[5]z[9]-58848768z[3]z[11]
+324324000z[15]+145152Z[13][3]+11245824z[3]^2-2985984z[5]z[3]^2+6676992z[7]z[3]^2-1161216z[3]^3-248832z[3]^4+8067600z[5]^2
+6635520z[3]z[5]^2-16027200z[7]^2+1977534657/4-189521424z[11]/5-743370912z[13]/5+1119744Z[11][2]/5-601344Z[13][2]/5)+g^20(
-6554289162+313877349z[3]-423148320z[5]-178974576z[3]z[5]-339657318z[7]-177966720z[3]z[7]-206689536z[5]z[7]-221543424z[3]z[5]z[7]
+86902632z[9]-246881088z[3]z[9]-396299520z[5]z[9]+633225600z[7]z[9]+745303680z[5]z[11]+1017080064z[3]z[13]-5951088000z[17]-
123671664z[3]^2+29507328z[5]z[3]^2+30004992z[7]z[3]^2-107619840z[9]z[3]^2-17895168z[3]^3+14681088z[5]z[3]^3-248832z[3]^4
-103671360z[5]^2+36806400z[3]z[5]^2-202063680z[7]^2+1458139176z[11]/5-1681502976z[3]z[11]/5+1534464Z[11][2]/5+746496z[3]Z[11][2]
/5-850176Z[15][3]/5-15147648Z[13][3]/7+30710016Z[15][2]/35-1310563584z[5]^3/35+114279567336z[13]/175+395442367632z[15]/175
+330106752Z[13][2]/175)
num
7+0.750000000000(4g)^2-0.164062500000(4g)^4+0.0703125000000(4g)^6-0.0405898467110(4g)^8+0.0270471330520(4g)^10
-0.0195985184832(4g)^12+0.0150091270785(4g)^14-0.0119534684450(4g)^16+0.00980208645335(4g)^18-0.00822233425140(4g)^20
Padé
(5.65630+8.03904w-27.28068w^2+27.31725w^3-14.72305w^4+4.08283w^5)/(1+1.27111w-4.41190w^2+3.69745w^3-1.41048w^4+0.29549w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
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
7+4g^2-6g^4+37g^6/2+g^8(-16z[3]-283/4)+g^10(112z[3]+160z[5]+9597/32)+g^12(-680z[3]-1040z[5]-1680z[7]-86457/64)+g^14(3952z[3]
+6608z[5]+7392z[7]+26208z[9]-7392z[11]+160z[3]^2+1621049/256)+g^16(-37728z[5]-8704z[3]z[5]-55888z[7]+13440z[3]z[7]-1792z[5]z[7]
-43008z[9]-13440z[3]z[9]-496320z[11]+329472z[13]-1392z[3]^2+1600z[5]^2-45765z[3]/2-15625187/512)+g^18(132528z[3]+211341z[5]
+53056z[3]z[5]+334962z[7]+104832z[3]z[7]-214912z[5]z[7]-385344z[3]z[9]+195840z[5]z[9]+506880z[3]z[11]-9266400z[15]-384Z[13][3]
+14636z[3]^2+13696z[5]z[3]^2-12544z[7]z[3]^2-3072z[3]^3+73760z[5]^2-3840z[3]z[5]^2+41664z[7]^2+1358432z[9]/3+4224Z[11][2]/5
+2551648z[11]/15+235746624z[13]/25+10368Z[13][2]/25+1229414557/8192)+g^20(-1185742z[5]-399552z[3]z[5]-639664z[3]z[7]-1762464
z[5]z[7]+440320z[3]z[5]z[7]-3525120z[7]z[9]-6462720z[5]z[11]-12300288z[3]z[13]+211594240z[17]-3840Z[13][3]-130414z[3]^2+59776
z[5]z[3]^2-279552z[7]z[3]^2+380928z[9]z[3]^2-8704z[5]z[3]^3+4096z[3]^4-378840z[5]^2-303360z[3]z[5]^2+2369472z[7]^2-3792575z[7]/2
+45568z[3]^3/3-18159184z[11]/5-26496Z[11][2]/5-4608z[3]Z[11][2]/5-26610272z[9]/9-8977744z[3]z[9]/9+48622720z[5]z[9]/9+114365824
z[3]z[11]/15-12269681z[3]/16+72576Z[13][2]/25-148736Z[15][2]/25+9472Z[15][3]/25+6568304z[13]/75+3560192z[5]^3/75-62872885696
z[15]/375-12274630413/16384)
num
7+0.250000000000(4g)^2-0.0234375000000(4g)^4+0.00451660156250(4g)^6-0.00137303024979(4g)^8+0.000572629035928(4g)^10
-0.000294489918381(4g)^12+0.000165718277718(4g)^14-0.0000876743321924(4g)^16+0.0000306539739007(4g)^18+0.0000150151769779(4g)^20
Padé
(6.78265-16.59004w+22.36820w^2-14.39806w^3+5.33189w^4-0.77603w^5)/(1-2.40746w+3.16729w^2-1.93964w^3+0.66182w^4-0.09363w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.8. L = 5, S = 2, Q = u2 − 112 return to Table 1

7+12g^2-42g^4+555g^6/2+g^8(-144z[3]-8997/4)+g^10(2160z[3]+1440z[5]+651651/32)+g^12(-27864z[3]-22032z[5]-15120z[7]-12654663/64
)+g^14(325584z[3]+313200z[5]+290304z[7]+187488z[9]-66528z[11]+864z[3]^2+513162183/256)+g^16(-4014432z[5]+387072z[3]z[5]-4156272
z[7]+72576z[3]z[7]-48384z[5]z[7]-4209408z[9]-362880z[3]z[9]-2832192z[11]+2965248z[13]+15984z[3]^2-25920z[5]^2-7991163z[3]/2
-10626282525/512)+g^18(55254960z[3]+48439539z[5]-6094656z[3]z[5]+53001486z[7]-8346240z[3]z[7]+183168z[5]z[7]+59048352z[9]
-2172096z[3]z[9]+5287680z[5]z[9]+63698400z[11]+13685760z[3]z[11]-83397600z[15]+93312Z[11][2]-31104Z[13][3]-361260z[3]^2+155520
z[5]z[3]^2-1016064z[7]z[3]^2+746496z[3]^3-3866400z[5]^2-311040z[3]z[5]^2+1124928z[7]^2+1211324544z[13]/25+839808Z[13][2]/25
+1761731190627/8192)+g^20(-601564050z[5]+58387392z[3]z[5]+111698352z[3]z[7]+119137824z[5]z[7]+35665920z[3]z[5]z[7]-727682400z[9]
+143395920z[3]z[9]+10488960z[5]z[9]-95178240z[7]z[9]-174493440z[5]z[11]-332107776z[3]z[13]+1904348160z[17]-435456Z[13][3]
+28053486z[3]^2-30201984z[5]z[3]^2+30855168z[9]z[3]^2-12234240z[3]^3-2115072z[5]z[3]^3+65280600z[5]^2-2177280z[3]z[5]^2+834624
z[7]^2-1277725185z[7]/2-4312602864z[11]/5+225327744z[3]z[11]/5-7744896Z[11][2]/5-1119744z[3]Z[11][2]/5-13405664655z[3]/16-
24627780432z[13]/25+8366976Z[13][2]/25-12047616Z[15][2]/25+767232Z[15][3]/25+96125184z[5]^3/25-69564393792z[15]/125
-35771191001331/16384)
num
7+0.750000000000(4g)^2-0.164062500000(4g)^4+0.0677490234375(4g)^6-0.0369620696114(4g)^8+0.0233208776743(4g)^10
-0.0160524282634(4g)^12+0.0116823463688(4g)^14-0.00882867599217(4g)^16+0.00685415267453(4g)^18-0.00542876307610(4g)^20
Padé
(5.88287-34.18960w+52.64504w^2-45.06529w^3+21.40017w^4-6.19110w^5)/(1-5.69408w+8.15472w^2-5.78310w^3+1.94918w^4-0.41499w^5)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.9. L = 4, S = 2, Q = u2 − 14 − 12√5 return to Table 2

6+g^2(10-2Sqrt[5])+g^4(-34+10Sqrt[5])+g^6(234-414Sqrt[5]/5)+g^8(-2074-80z[3]+16Sqrt[5]z[3]+4078Sqrt[5]/5)+g^10(21050+1104z[3]
-304Sqrt[5]z[3]+800z[5]-160Sqrt[5]z[5]-219586Sqrt[5]/25)+g^12(-227394-4512z[3]-8720z[5]+1360Sqrt[5]z[5]-14000z[7]+6160Sqrt[5]
z[7]-15120z[9]+5040Sqrt[5]z[9]+2656Sqrt[5]z[3]/5+2448714Sqrt[5]/25)+g^18(210441114+(-1096928+1858880Sqrt[5])z[7]+z[5](23114752
-9422720Sqrt[5]+(-24167200+12668000Sqrt[5])z[7]+(-35520000+14208000Sqrt[5])z[9])+(270270000-90090000Sqrt[5])z[15]+(362880
-158592Sqrt[5])Z[11][2]+(-129920+55680Sqrt[5])Z[13][2]+(156800-67200Sqrt[5])Z[13][3]+(-20627296+9266016Sqrt[5]+(9193600-4250240
Sqrt[5])z[5]+(7212800-3091200Sqrt[5])z[7])z[3]^2+(1273600-582400Sqrt[5])z[3]^3+(-320000+140800Sqrt[5])z[3]^4+(-6916000+3122080
Sqrt[5])z[5]^2+(-14840000+5936000Sqrt[5])z[7]^2+z[11](-6402768Sqrt[5]+57544400/3)+z[13](-32520896Sqrt[5]+101293760/3)+z[3]
(161137968+(11823040-5240000Sqrt[5])z[5]+(-591200+375136Sqrt[5])z[7]+(-54489600+21795840Sqrt[5])z[11]+(7168000-3072000
Sqrt[5])z[5]^2+z[9](-263300800/9+132123200Sqrt[5]/9)-1782426032Sqrt[5]/25)+z[9](-28649008/9+157295024Sqrt[5]/45)-11650693614
Sqrt[5]/125)+g^14(2459594+(69600-13408Sqrt[5])z[5]+(114800-24080Sqrt[5])z[7]+z[3](87904-27360Sqrt[5]+(-78400+40000Sqrt[5])z[5]
+(-89600+35840Sqrt[5])z[7])+(215040-130368Sqrt[5])z[9]+(554400-184800Sqrt[5])z[11]+(38400-18112Sqrt[5])z[3]^2+(-8000+3200Sqrt[5])
z[5]^2-134624418Sqrt[5]/125)+g^16(-24950154+(-302000-62416Sqrt[5])z[7]+z[5](-262896-7600Sqrt[5]+(1344000-537600Sqrt[5])z[7])
+(-13384800+4461600Sqrt[5])z[13]+(-26880+11520Sqrt[5])Z[11][2]+(-453824+204160Sqrt[5]+(-313600+134400Sqrt[5])z[5])z[3]^2+
(-192000+89600Sqrt[5])z[3]^3+(784000-408000Sqrt[5])z[5]^2+z[11](2180080Sqrt[5]-8607760/3)+z[3](-5045744+(-168000+80320Sqrt[5])
z[5]+(1724800-873600Sqrt[5])z[7]+(2688000-1075200Sqrt[5])z[9]+10801648Sqrt[5]/5)+z[9](-4782880/3+4080640Sqrt[5]/9)+1376810658
Sqrt[5]/125)
num
6+0.345491502813(4g)^2-0.0454660946289(4g)^4+0.0119271414705(4g)^6-0.00462984336290(4g)^8+0.00226797652141(4g)^10
-0.00133183926997(4g)^12+0.000927620827439(4g)^14-0.000747528404383(4g)^16+0.000667302430772(4g)^18
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(5.38331-6.17648w+5.02752w^2-0.33146w^3-1.05278w^4+0.89283w^5)/(1-1.32883w+1.47211w^2-0.84162w^3+0.32216w^4)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.10. L = 4, S = 2, Q = u2 − 14 + 12√5 return to Table 2

6+g^2(10+2Sqrt[5])+g^4(-34-10Sqrt[5])+g^6(234+414Sqrt[5]/5)+g^8(-2074-80z[3]-16Sqrt[5]z[3]-4078Sqrt[5]/5)+g^10(21050+1104z[3]
+304Sqrt[5]z[3]+800z[5]+160Sqrt[5]z[5]+219586Sqrt[5]/25)+g^12(-227394-4512z[3]-8720z[5]-1360Sqrt[5]z[5]-14000z[7]-6160Sqrt[5]z[7]
-15120z[9]-5040Sqrt[5]z[9]-2656Sqrt[5]z[3]/5-2448714Sqrt[5]/25)+g^14(2459594+(69600+13408Sqrt[5])z[5]+(114800+24080Sqrt[5])z[7]
+z[3](87904+27360Sqrt[5]+(-78400-40000Sqrt[5])z[5]+(-89600-35840Sqrt[5])z[7])+(215040+130368Sqrt[5])z[9]+(554400+184800Sqrt[5])
z[11]+(38400+18112Sqrt[5])z[3]^2+(-8000-3200Sqrt[5])z[5]^2+134624418Sqrt[5]/125)+g^16(-24950154+(-302000+62416Sqrt[5])z[7]+z[5]
(-262896+7600Sqrt[5]+(1344000+537600Sqrt[5])z[7])+(-13384800-4461600Sqrt[5])z[13]+(-26880-11520Sqrt[5])Z[11][2]+(-453824-204160
Sqrt[5]+(-313600-134400Sqrt[5])z[5])z[3]^2+(-192000-89600Sqrt[5])z[3]^3+(784000+408000Sqrt[5])z[5]^2+z[11](-2180080Sqrt[5]
-8607760/3)+z[3](-5045744+(-168000-80320Sqrt[5])z[5]+(1724800+873600Sqrt[5])z[7]+(2688000+1075200Sqrt[5])z[9]-10801648Sqrt[5]/5)
+z[9](-4782880/3-4080640Sqrt[5]/9)-1376810658Sqrt[5]/125)+g^18(210441114+(-1096928-1858880Sqrt[5])z[7]+z[5](23114752+9422720
Sqrt[5]+(-24167200-12668000Sqrt[5])z[7]+(-35520000-14208000Sqrt[5])z[9])+(270270000+90090000Sqrt[5])z[15]+(362880+158592Sqrt[5])
Z[11][2]+(-129920-55680Sqrt[5])Z[13][2]+(156800+67200Sqrt[5])Z[13][3]+(-20627296-9266016Sqrt[5]+(9193600+4250240Sqrt[5])z[5]
+(7212800+3091200Sqrt[5])z[7])z[3]^2+(1273600+582400Sqrt[5])z[3]^3+(-320000-140800Sqrt[5])z[3]^4+(-6916000-3122080Sqrt[5])z[5]^2
+(-14840000-5936000Sqrt[5])z[7]^2+z[11](6402768Sqrt[5]+57544400/3)+z[13](32520896Sqrt[5]+101293760/3)+z[3](161137968+(11823040
+5240000Sqrt[5])z[5]+(-591200-375136Sqrt[5])z[7]+(-54489600-21795840Sqrt[5])z[11]+(7168000+3072000Sqrt[5])z[5]^2+z[9](-263300800
/9-132123200Sqrt[5]/9)+1782426032Sqrt[5]/25)+z[9](-28649008/9-157295024Sqrt[5]/45)+11650693614Sqrt[5]/125)
num
6+0.904508497187(4g)^2-0.220158905371(4g)^4+0.102330671030(4g)^6-0.0615983229046(4g)^8+0.0419951251044(4g)^10
-0.0309890115261(4g)^12+0.0241353364599(4g)^14-0.0195275204977(4g)^16+0.0162485659636(4g)^18
Padé
(4.21948-6.59009w+5.85125w^2-2.17607w^3+0.16282w^4+0.21167w^5)/(1-1.67143w+1.43886w^2-0.62427w^3+0.13669w^4)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.11. L = 6, S = 2, Q = u2 − 14 cot2
(
π
7
)
return to Table 3

8+3.01208158513g^2-3.32025395247g^4+7.65808009377g^6+g^8(-22.1489206026-6.33799245425z[3])+g^10(71.4291834408+33.0552045073z[3]
+63.3799245425z[5])+g^12(-245.605950949-150.631494016z[3]-303.152624704z[5]-665.489207696z[7])+g^16(-3258.50080657-2917.91224693
z[3]-5761.75441672z[5]-687.105490212z[3]z[5]-11475.2357328z[7]-36161.4671974z[9]-74784.7008430z[11]-15568.6424759z[13]
-335.928268269z[3]^2)+g^14(881.159987118+666.333998035z[3]+1316.34675267z[5]+2970.47678075z[7]+7453.47912619z[9]+34.3552745106
z[3]^2)+g^18(12325.4572318+12759.9464370z[3]+24944.6053732z[5]+7771.62126345z[3]z[5]+49448.1863872z[7]+642.644054623z[3]z[7]
+2897.29669582z[5]z[7]+116993.785964z[9]+18188.5666941z[3]z[9]-3279.30218932z[5]z[9]+506318.332119z[11]-21643.3944495z[3]z[11]
+486665.949145z[13]+817353.729986z[15]+2210.43450962z[3]^2+2485.89377125z[5]^2-191.292627710z[7]^2)
num
8+0.188255099071(4g)^2-0.0129697420018(4g)^4+0.00186964846039(4g)^6-0.000454216738654(4g)^8+0.000168689559060(4g)^10
-0.0000841657227545(4g)^12+0.0000505166349778(4g)^14-0.0000354553823678(4g)^16+0.0000297285531511(4g)^18
Padé
(7.75418-17.53385w+19.36847w^2-6.81614w^3+1.36801w^4+0.74038w^5)/(1-2.28899w+2.61159w^2-1.09931w^3+0.38685w^4)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
D.12. L = 6, S = 2, Q = u2 − 14 cot2
(
2π
7
)
return to Table 3

8+9.78016747165g^2-29.2248600538g^4+167.644254232g^6+g^8(-1171.73225869-103.903347319z[3])+g^10(9072.16629427+1391.08533432z[3]
+1039.03347319z[5])+g^12(-74977.0987975-15758.0286598z[3]-13741.9433097z[5]-10909.8514685z[7])+g^16(-5798156.19976-1809336.66246
z[3]-1734863.40987z[5]-34676.2877436z[3]z[5]-1663045.86523z[7]-1527255.89075z[9]-1306436.06739z[11]-164138.275627z[13]
-45253.6637143z[3]^2)+g^14(648623.139308+170830.753564z[3]+155413.265821z[5]+143503.751558z[7]+122190.336447z[9]+1733.81438718
z[3]^2)+g^18(53021031.7444+19152011.7334z[3]+18963374.6711z[5]+614035.627731z[3]z[5]+18944821.6885z[7]+772720.010164z[3]z[7]
+58868.8671937z[5]z[7]+18484562.8123z[9]+581993.473872z[3]z[9]-112258.728961z[5]z[9]+15783530.6929z[11]-740907.611143z[3]z[11]
+11324398.2566z[13]+8617259.47044z[15]+685111.868083z[3]^2+304245.909732z[5]^2-6548.42585606z[7]^2)
num
8+0.611260466978(4g)^2-0.114159609585(4g)^4+0.0409287730059(4g)^6-0.0197850035796(4g)^8+0.0112740828229(4g)^10
-0.00710305507184(4g)^12+0.00478612877698(4g)^14-0.00338980817812(4g)^16+0.00250050013243(4g)^18
Padé
(7.19318-16.80063w+14.63359w^2-5.60387w^3+0.02318w^4+1.47060w^5)/(1-2.33241w+2.07578w^2-1.04889w^3+0.42003w^4)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
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(
3π
7
)
return to Table 3

8+15.2077509432g^2-59.4548859937g^4+456.697665674g^6+g^8(-4390.11882071-49.7586602268z[3])+g^10(47288.4045223+815.859461177z[3]
+497.586602268z[5])+g^12(-545801.295252-12347.3398462z[3]-8802.90406564z[5]-5224.65932381z[7])+g^14(6599807.70070+183702.912438
z[3]+139238.387426z[5]+98133.7716611z[7]+58516.1844267z[9]-1896.16966169z[3]^2)+g^16(-82352057.2994-2351521.42529z[3]
-1879854.83571z[5]+37923.3932338z[3]z[5]-1513894.89904z[7]-1310726.64205z[9]-1132059.23176z[11]-396869.081897z[13]+50581.5919826
z[3]^2)+g^18(1046299442.80+30436508.3202z[3]+23450656.7236z[5]+9360.75100604z[3]z[5]+19605058.1252z[7]-2073458.65422z[3]z[7]
-889670.163890z[5]z[7]+19219947.4017z[9]-3347318.04057z[3]z[9]-422061.968850z[5]z[9]+22259430.9749z[11]-2785608.99441z[3]z[11]
+26490055.7943z[13]+20835626.7996z[15]+1225061.69741z[3]^2-805611.803503z[5]^2-24620.2815162z[7]^2)
num
8+0.950484433951(4g)^2-0.232245648413(4g)^4+0.111498453534(4g)^6-0.0679005670430(4g)^8+0.0465250734120(4g)^10
-0.0342750404688(4g)^12+0.0265235311388(4g)^14-0.0212753813321(4g)^16+0.0175417010481(4g)^18
Padé
(6.33914-18.56736w+19.13856w^2-11.67028w^3+6.09934w^4-1.50376w^5)/(1-2.83375w+2.37467w^2-0.53720w^3-0.02426w^4)
/.w->(1+(4g)^2)^(1/4)
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